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I.  Introduction 1 

A. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Terence R. Donnelly.  My business address is 2 Lincoln Centre, 10th Floor, 4 

Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 60181. 5 

Q. Have you previously provided testimony in this Docket? 6 

A. Yes.  I provided Supplemental Direct Testimony (ComEd Ex. 15.0).   7 

B. Purpose and Scope of Testimony 8 

Q. What main topics will your rebuttal testimony address? 9 

A. My testimony addresses three topics: 10 

 First, I respond to the testimony of Staff witness Griffin (Staff Ex. 2.0) and AG-CUB 11 

witness Effron (AG-CUB Ex. 2.0) about ComEd’s pro forma adjustment for plant to 12 

be placed in service by September 30.  I explain why ComEd knows, with reasonable 13 

certainty, that the investments will be made and provide not only projections but also 14 

hard engineering, construction, and operations data which support that fact.   15 

 Second, I provide the engineering and operational perspective supporting several of 16 

ComEd’s proposed System Modernization Projects (“SMPs”) and explain why 17 

customers will benefit if these SMPs are approved now.  I also respond to several 18 

erroneous claims about how Rider SMP – System Modernization Projects Adjustment 19 

(“Rider SMP”) would affect ComEd and customers.   20 

 Third, I refute incorrect claims by CTA and METRA concerning the affect of their 21 

service on other customers and ComEd’s use of their property.  I also respond to 22 

questions concerning ComEd’s distribution line loss study.   23 
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Several other witnesses, including Drs. George, Jones, and Tierney; Mses. Clair, 24 

Frank, and Houtsma; and Messrs. Alongi, Crumrine, Donohue, McDonald, and 25 

R. Williams also address aspects of one or more of these topics.   26 

C. Summary of Conclusions 27 

Q. What do you conclude with respect to ComEd’s proposed pro forma adjustments? 28 

A. ComEd made $767.8 million of plant additions in 2007.  ComEd is reasonably certain to 29 

place an additional $712.1 million of total jurisdictional plant additions in service by 30 

September 30, 2008.  Since January 1, 2008, $114.1 million of such plant is already in 31 

service.  The remainder is being put into service as this case proceeds.  Those plant 32 

additions, in sum, are: 33 

Total Forecasted 
Line Actual 2007 Actual 2008 Plant Additions For
No. Description Plant Additions Plant Additions Q1-Q3 3008 Total

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
1
2 Distribution Plant 717,262$                 98,453$                   646,916$                 1,364,178$              
3 General and Intangible Plant 50,579                     15,663                     65,188                     115,767                   
4 Subtotal 767,841$                 114,116$                 712,104$                 1,479,945$              

All dollars are in Thousands.
 34 

ComEd’s projected pro forma adjustments are reasonably certain to be placed in 35 

service by September 30, 2008.  I confirm that: 36 

• ComEd’s projections of plant investment are based on a detailed and reliable 37 

methodology.  The projection is built up from individual project- and task-specific 38 

workplans.  ComEd forecast its plant additions by evaluating both every pending 39 

“unique” investment project and each “blanket” under which routine core distribution 40 

work is performed.  Also, ComEd’s forecast is not based on a “budget” that just sets 41 
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target spending level for departments or functions; it is based on the actual work that 42 

has been and will be done.   43 

• We are providing the Commission with detailed documentation and backup data 44 

including thousands of pages of records validating our forecast and workplans.  We 45 

further arranged for the independent review and analysis of this evidence by two 46 

experts who, combined, have 75 years of experience in running significant electric 47 

utilities and making the very types of investments ComEd will be making in 2008.  48 

We submit the panel testimony of Messrs. Robert (“Bill”) Donohue and Ron 49 

Williams (ComEd Ex. 24.0) that presents their conclusions concerning the planning, 50 

engineering, and project documentation substantiating our projected investments.   51 

• ComEd’s projections of plant investment, and the overall level of spending required 52 

to put them into service, made using this methodology have proven to be reliable as a 53 

basis for a pro forma adjustment.  In 2006, the first year the bottom-up methodology 54 

was used, the distribution portion of ComEd’s projected capital spending was within 55 

$600,000, or 0.1% of actual.  Also, when ComEd updated its projection of its total 56 

pro forma plant additions based on actual 2007 data (which data no party contests), 57 

the forecast pro forma adjustment changed less than $8 million (from $1,472.3 58 

million to slightly less than $1,479.9 million), or less than 1%.1  Moreover, even prior 59 

to the full use of the new methodology, the 2004 and 2005 budgets were below actual 60 

spending; a pro forma adjustment based on those data would have been understated. 61 

                                                 
1 Project by project data relating to this forecast was provided to parties by ComEd on January 22, 

2008, in ComEd’s response to Staff Data Request JMO 5.01, Attachments 2 & 3.  The same types of data 
are attached to the rebuttal panel testimony of Mses. Houtsma and Frank as ComEd Exs. 25.01 and 25.02. 
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• ComEd’s proposed pro forma plant additions are firm.  In 2008, $114.1 million of 62 

jurisdictional plant is complete and in service already.  The remaining unique projects 63 

are almost universally already being built and readied for service, and many are 64 

“Summer Critical” projects that ComEd must complete on time.  Most of the blanket 65 

projects cover core utility work without which the lights would not stay on.   66 

• Mr. Griffin’s suggestion that the Commission should allow no 2008 plant additions is 67 

not reasonable.  There is no doubt that ComEd will make hundreds of millions of 68 

dollars of new plant investments by September.  Even Mr. Griffin acknowledges that 69 

ComEd will make significant plant additions during this period and that “some of the 70 

projects are reasonably certain to close by September 30, 2008” (Staff Ex. 2.0, 71 

p. 2:125-26).  In response to ComEd data requests, he also acknowledges that certain 72 

Construction Work-in-Progress (“CWIP”) represents assets are “reasonably certain” 73 

to be placed in service.   74 

• No witness offered any planning, engineering, or operational criticism of ComEd’s 75 

workplans or its investment forecast.  The only Staff witness who examined ComEd’s 76 

planning, engineering, and construction performance, Mr. Linkenback, found no basis 77 

to criticize ComEd.  Mr. Griffin, in contrast, asks to disallow over $700 million of 78 

investments based only on his opinion that variances in ComEd’s pre-2006 budgets 79 

for capital spending means that its current investments cannot be reasonably certain.  80 

The pre-2006 “budgets” variances that Mr. Griffin cites do not support his proposed 81 

100% disallowance.  Further, his criticism of the results of the top-down methodology 82 

that, at the time, was used by ComEd for budget purposes is not relevant to ComEd’s 83 

current projection.   84 
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• Mr. Effron candidly acknowledges that ComEd will make significant plant additions 85 

by September.  But, he understates his projection of that investment, based on the 86 

unsupported assumption that ComEd’s investment in the first three quarters of 2008 87 

will mirror its investment in 2007.  In the absence of evidence, this might be 88 

reasonable, but here the actual data showing the level of investment that is reasonably 89 

certain to occur by September 2008 is available and should be used.    90 

Q. Will ComEd make any added commitments to assure the Commission of the certainty of 91 

the investments represented by its pro forma plant additions? 92 

A. Yes.  ComEd offers to provide the Commission, under oath and by July 15, 2008, an 93 

updated chart (similar to the table provided on page 2) confirming the plant placed in 94 

service as of the end of the second quarter of 2008.  Forecast pro forma adjustments will 95 

at that point be limited to three months of data. 96 

Moreover, although the data ComEd has submitted fully supports the proposed 97 

pro forma adjustment at the forecast level, ComEd in the alternative offers (for purposes 98 

of this case only) to accept a ruling from the Commission that the rates filed in 99 

compliance with the final order in this docket shall reflect actual, rather than forecast, pro 100 

forma plant additions for the first eight months of 2008, limiting the “forecast” 2008 101 

plant additions to only the final month of September, 2008. 102 

Q. The second topic you address is the operations issues relating to ComEd’s proposed 103 

SMPs.  What do you conclude with respect to these projects? 104 

A. ComEd proposes SMPs that implement features of a next-generation “Smart Grid.”  If the 105 

Commission approves them, they will provide real benefits to customers at a reasonable 106 
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cost.  ComEd had hoped that other stakeholders would join with ComEd in developing 107 

important project details (e.g., selection of a particular data communication technology) 108 

and would recognize and accept the need for ComEd to recover its costs.  However, 109 

several witnesses object that ComEd did not provide full implementation plans for these 110 

SMPs, while others paradoxically criticize ComEd for being too far ahead of the game, 111 

and propose approving nothing until after other proceedings conclude.   112 

Other witnesses respond to many aspects of these claims.  However, on the 113 

operations side, Ms. Clair and I provide added data about the SMPs themselves, the 114 

benefits they offer to customers, and how they meet the tests recently adopted by the 115 

Commission in the Peoples Order.2  I support the three advanced distribution automation 116 

projects and the Ranger SCADA system; Ms. Clair addresses automatic metering 117 

infrastructure (“AMI”) and demand response SMPs.  ComEd withdraws the mobile 118 

dispatch project as an SMP.  I also respond to several more general criticisms of how the 119 

SMP proposal will affect ComEd’s operations, including an erroneous claim that by 120 

allowing ComEd to earn a Commission-approved return pending its next rate case, Rider 121 

SMP somehow removes ComEd’s incentive to operate efficiently.  Based on our strong 122 

management practices and our performance driven management culture, ComEd has a 123 

powerful incentive to operate efficiently in everything we do.  It is not necessary to ask 124 

ComEd to make tens of millions of dollars of investments while delaying recovery of its 125 

resulting capital costs in order to encourage it to be efficient. 126 

                                                 
2 North Shore Gas Co. / Peoples Gas Light and Coke Co., Docket No. 07-0241 & 07-0242 (Cons.) 

(Feb. 5, 2008) (“Peoples Order”).  See pages 160-62. 
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Q. The third topic you address concerns a few operational issues raised in the context of rate 127 

design.  What does your testimony address? 128 

A. CTA and METRA each argue that ComEd’s rates fail to recognize benefits that they say 129 

serving their load provides to other customers.  They claim that their choice to require 130 

ComEd to serve their traction load through two or more ComEd 12 kV lines actually also 131 

improves reliability to other customers.  In fact, the facilities that serve CTA and 132 

METRA load do not improve the reliability of ComEd’s service to other customers.  133 

They benefit CTA and METRA, and the Commission should reject their attempts to 134 

portray otherwise and to allocate the added costs of their service off on other customers. 135 

CTA and METRA also argue that because ComEd facilities (including some 136 

transmission facilities under the jurisdiction of FERC) are built on CTA or METRA 137 

rights-of-way, they should pay reduced rates.  They are incorrect.  ComEd occupies 138 

public rights-of-way by permission.  ComEd’s use of those rights-of-way are governed 139 

by the law, regulation, ordinance, permit, easement, or other agreement allowing ComEd 140 

to use the land.  METRA and CTA also fail to mention that these rights are reciprocal; 141 

they are permitted to use ComEd property on similar terms.  CTA and METRA are not 142 

entitled to a special rate discount.   143 

D. List of Exhibits 144 

Q. What exhibits are submitted with your rebuttal testimony? 145 

A. Attached to my testimony as ComEd Exhibit (“Ex.”) 21.1 is ComEd’s most recent 146 

Distribution System Loss Factor study. 147 

In addition, ComEd business records documenting the planning, design, 148 

construction, work management, and status of forecast plant additions included in 149 
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ComEd’s proposed pro forma plant additions adjustment have been collected for 150 

presentation to the Commission.  Because of their very large volume (approximately 151 

35,300 pages), component groups of documents are separately indexed and identified as 152 

described in Exhibit 21.2 to this testimony.  While ComEd amply supported its proposed 153 

pro forma plant additions adjustment in its initial filing, ComEd is submitting these 154 

materials to further document the certainty and status of that work. 155 

II. Pro Forma Additions to Rate Base 156 

 A. Overview 157 

Q. What pro forma additions to plant did ComEd propose that the Commission recognize? 158 

A. ComEd proposes that the Commission recognize $1,479.9 million in additions to plant in 159 

service made in 2007 and the first three quarters of 2008.  When this case was filed, the 160 

2007 plant additions were projected, but the actual plant placed in service in 2007 is now 161 

available.  In addition, ComEd has now placed $114.1 million of plant in service from 162 

January 1, 2008 through February 29, 2008.  The remainder of ComEd’s forecast plant 163 

additions are based on a sound projection supported by detailed and reliable data, 164 

including on individual projects and blankets.  They are reasonably certain to occur in at 165 

least the amount projected. 166 

Q. Does any party object to including in rate base ComEd’s 2007 actual plant additions? 167 

A. No.  Although, as Ms. Houtsma and Frank explain (ComEd Ex. 25.0), Mr. Griffin and 168 

Mr. Effron miscalculate those additions, no witness who filed testimony on the subject 169 

contested the inclusion of 2007 plant additions to rate base.  170 
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Q. Does any party object to including in rate base actual plant additions already placed in 171 

service during 2008? 172 

A. No.  No witness filed testimony arguing that including plant actually placed in service 173 

would be improper.  Also, Staff witness Griffin made clear in response to ComEd Data 174 

Request Staff 3.03 that plant actually placed in service and serving customers during the 175 

first three quarters of 2008 meets his “reasonably certain” requirement.  176 

Q. With respect to the plant to be placed in service during the remainder of the first three 177 

quarters of 2008, did Mr. Griffin or any other witness criticize ComEd’s workplan for 178 

putting that plant into service? 179 

A.  No.  Mr. Griffin, in particular, criticized no aspect of ComEd’s planning, engineering, 180 

construction, or operations performance.  Nor, from his testimony, does it appear that he 181 

even considered a review of those factors to be relevant. 182 

Q. Did Mr. Griffin examine or address in his testimony the current status of any work 183 

relating to plant projected to be placed in service by September 30, 2008? 184 

A. No, he did not. 185 

Q. Did any Staff witness review ComEd’s planning, engineering, construction, or operations 186 

performance? 187 

A. Yes.  Staff witness Ronald Linkenback conducted a detailed engineering review of fifteen 188 

major ComEd investment projects and was provided with relevant project reports, 189 

management reports, and independent consultants’ reports.  He concluded that the 190 

projects were all “prudent and used and useful” and that there was no reason to “deny rate 191 

base treatment for the projects or any portion of the projects.”  (Linkenback Staff Ex. 8.0, 192 
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pp. 22-24).  The same engineering, design, and construction management practices will 193 

be employed on the proposed plant additions.  As Mr. Williams testified, these additions 194 

“are subject to ComEd planning, cost, and management controls and the pro forma cost at 195 

which they are proposed to be added to rate base reflects a prudent process of acquiring 196 

and installing the assets at a reasonable cost.”  (ComEd Ex. 4.0, p. 40:764-66).   197 

Q. Mr. Griffin’s testimony recommends complete disallowance of all plant not in service as 198 

of December 31, 2007.  Does Mr. Griffin or any other witness dispute that ComEd will 199 

continue to make significant plant investments between now and September 30, 2008? 200 

A. No.  Although Mr. Griffin’s testimony recommended that no future plant additions be 201 

added to rate base, he did not claim that ComEd will stop or slash plant investments.  202 

Such a claim would be incredible, and even Mr. Griffin acknowledges that ComEd will 203 

continue to invest in plant that is “reasonably certain” to be in service by the third 204 

quarter.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 2:125-26).  Nonetheless, the disallowance he recommends is 205 

financially equivalent to ComEd ceasing all plant investment throughout 2008. 206 

Q. Has Mr. Griffin modified his original position in response to data requests? 207 

A. Only in two respects.  First, it is now March, and actual capital additions have been 208 

placed into service during January and February.  As I said, it appears that Mr. Griffin 209 

now accepts that plant already placed in service during the first three quarters of 2008 is 210 

properly included.  As of February 29, 2008, that amounts to $114.1 million. 211 

Second, he acknowledges that certain CWIP also should qualify.  Mr. Griffin’s 212 

response to Data Request ComEd-Staff 2.12 states that he: 213 

believes that that those projects identified by the Company as Construction 214 
Work in Progress as of a date certain that do not accrue AFUDC are, by 215 
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definition “short term” projects and are reasonably certain to close by 216 
September 30, 2008.  217 

As of December 31, 2007, ComEd had $37.1 million of CWIP not accruing AFUDC 218 

expected to be in service by September 30, 2008.  219 

Q. How does Mr. Effron address plant projected to be placed into service through the end of 220 

the third quarter of 2008? 221 

A. As I noted above, AG-CUB witness Mr. Effron not only acknowledges that ComEd will 222 

continue to invest, but posits that the amount of plant placed in service during 2008 will 223 

track that added during 2007.  224 

Q. What facts concerning ComEd’s projected 2008 plant additions are not disputed by any 225 

witness’ testimony? 226 

A. No witness contests or presents evidence contradicting: 227 

 The justification for any 2008 plant addition 228 

 The need for any 2008 plant addition to be completed on schedule 229 

 ComEd’s commitment of resources required to complete any 2008 plant addition 230 

on schedule 231 

 The planning, design, or engineering of any 2008 plant addition 232 

 The workplan or construction schedule for any 2008 plant addition 233 

 The cost or prudence of any 2008 plant addition   234 

In short, no witness claims that the proposed 2008 plant additions are inappropriately 235 

made or denies that ComEd intends to, and is proceeding to, place that plant in service on 236 

schedule. 237 
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B. ComEd’s Methodology for Projecting 2008 Plant Additions  238 

Q. You testified that the process by which ComEd compiled its projection of pro forma plant 239 

additions is reliable.  How did ComEd develop this projection? 240 

A. ComEd based the projection of plant additions which supports its pro forma additions on 241 

a detailed bottom-up analysis of the work to be done.  Both unique investment projects 242 

and work managed through “blankets” were analyzed for status, investment, and in 243 

service date(s).  Engineering and operating needs were assessed, and the individual 244 

projects and blankets were analyzed to determine the required level of activity.  Finally, 245 

we considered our work management processes, including practices that are designed to 246 

ensure that available resources are utilized and to permit us to respond effectively to 247 

contingencies and emergent work. 248 

I emphasize that our projection is not a top-down allocation of dollars to plant, 249 

nor the result of a “budget” process in which senior executives sets aggregate spending 250 

targets for various functions whose managers then can freely choose on what and when to 251 

spend it.  As a result, the reasonable certainty that ComEd enjoys concerning the level of 252 

projected investment is driven not just by the need to adhere to a budget, but also from an 253 

analysis of the investments, workplans, and work management practices themselves.   254 

Q. Into what categories were ComEd 2008 plant additions segregated for analysis? 255 

A. ComEd’s projected distribution investment falls into six functional categories:  256 

• Capacity expansion – the addition of plant required to provide adequate delivery 257 

capability to service the customer load in each portion of ComEd’s service territory; 258 
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• Corrective maintenance – plant additions made to correct conditions that render the 259 

system or components thereof incapable of performing their designed function, 260 

including actual or incipient failure or an unsafe condition.  . 261 

• Facility relocation – constructing plant in a different location as required by public 262 

authorities; 263 

• New business – the addition of plant required to serve new customers or customers 264 

moving to a new location or changing the type of service that they take; 265 

• System performance – the addition of plant to improve the quality or reliability to 266 

service above current level; and 267 

• General and Intangible Plant – the addition of plant that supports the provision of 268 

distribution service that is recorded in these types of Accounts. 269 

Plant additions in any of these work categories are either made as part of a unique 270 

project or under a “blanket.”  A “unique project” is an investment in an individual or 271 

specialized asset that is not made repetitively.  Typical examples of a unique project 272 

include construction of a new substation, addition of a new feeder, or relocation of a 273 

facility in response to a public improvement.  These projects are managed either centrally 274 

or locally, but regardless are managed and tracked individually.  ComEd also invests 275 

under “blankets” that cover groups of similar, recurring tasks such as installation of new 276 

services, replacement of underground facilities, installation of new meters and local 277 

distribution transformers, and replacement of overhead facilities.  These tasks are tracked 278 

and managed on an ongoing basis.  The function and benefits of blankets were outlined in 279 

the direct testimony of Mr. McMahan (ComEd Ex. 5.0, pp. 6-7).  280 
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Q. How did ComEd analyze each unique project and blanket? 281 

A. The analysis varied depending upon whether the investment was a unique project or a 282 

blanket and, in some cases, on the category of the investment.  For each unique project, 283 

ComEd considered the need for the project (e.g., overload relief, facility replacement, 284 

public improvement, new customer service), the required in-service date of the 285 

investment, the workplan for its implementation, the resources required to make the 286 

investment, and its cost.  Based on this information, as well as reports on the status of the 287 

work, ComEd is able to forecast with reasonable certainty the in service date of the 288 

project and to determine its cost when placed in service.    289 

The vast majority of the core work covered by blankets are of a type that must be 290 

completed in order for ComEd to operate.  Because of this, blanket investments lend 291 

themselves not only to being managed together, but also to being analyzed in the 292 

aggregate.  For each blanket, ComEd has data concerning the nature of the work as well 293 

as both historical data and forward-looking data about the required level of activity.  The 294 

best evidence of future blanket activity is the level of current activity and investment, 295 

trend data, and analyses of the underlying need(s) driving the work.  Because blankets 296 

are, by their very nature, repetitive activities, this type of data is predictable.  For 297 

example, ComEd cannot predict when a particular primary distribution transformer will 298 

fail, but – much like a casino cannot predict the outcome of any particular hand, but 299 

knows with great certainty how it will come out over time – ComEd can predict quite 300 

accurately how many such transformers will require replacement over a period of 301 

months.  Reasonable certainty concerning both the timing and cost of blanket plant 302 

additions can be achieved based on such data. 303 
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Q. How does the process ComEd used to determine its pro forma plant additions compare 304 

with the process previously used by ComEd to budget its aggregate capital spending? 305 

A. In the early years of this decade, ComEd used a largely top-down budgeting process.  306 

While satisfactory for financial control, this process was much less focused on the 307 

engineering and operational requirements or on the particular investments that were 308 

required during a forecast period.  Beginning in 2005, in particular, ComEd transformed 309 

this process into a bottom-up process.  The 2006 capital spending forecast, developed 310 

using this process, was precise.  Indeed, it turned out to be very precise – within 0.1% of 311 

the actual investment.   312 

Q. ComEd witnesses George Williams (ComEd Ex. 4.0) and Robert McDonald (ComEd Ex. 313 

9.0) testify how emergent work can divert investment from discretionary system 314 

improvement projects.  How can that affect ComEd’s forecast plant additions? 315 

A. Emergent non-discretionary capital investments will not cause ComEd’s projection to be 316 

overstated.  In the event that ComEd is required to cancel or defer discretionary capital 317 

investment (the approximately 7% of ComEd’s total distribution spending) because of 318 

emergent non-discretionary activity (e.g., repairing damage from atypically frequent or 319 

severe storms), it would result in either a transfer of investment to another category of 320 

work (e.g., corrective maintenance) or, in extreme cases, an absolute increase in the level 321 

of capital investment.  It is reasonably certain not to decrease ComEd’s overall projected 322 

capital investment. 323 

Q. Does the evidence available to ComEd management continue to show that the level of 324 

pro forma plant additions placed into service is reasonably certain to be as projected? 325 
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A. Yes.  Based on the evidence available – including engineering and construction data and 326 

updated status reports – ComEd remains reasonably certain that it will place into service 327 

$712.1 million of plant investments from January 1 through September 30, 2008. 328 

Q. Has any witness criticized the methodology or data used by ComEd to forecast 2008 329 

plant investments? 330 

A. No.  Although Staff witness Griffin claims that ComEd has in the past experienced high 331 

budget-to-actual variances, he does not suggest any deficiency in the process ComEd 332 

used to forecast its 2008 plant additions.   333 

Q. Does any witness argue that ComEd’s proposed pro forma adjustments relate to 334 

investments that will be made during an inappropriate period? 335 

A. No.  As Mr. Griffin testifies:  “adjustments to plant that are reasonably certain to occur by 336 

October 17, 2008 and are determinable can be considered in the development of the 337 

revenue requirement.”  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 5:94-97) 338 

C. Mr. Griffin’s “Budget Variance” Argument 339 

Q. Why does Mr. Griffin conclude that ComEd’s proposed 2008 pro forma plant additions 340 

should not be approved? 341 

A. Mr. Griffin makes two claims.  First, he argues that “While some of the projects are 342 

reasonably certain to close by September 30, 2008, not all are.”  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 7:125-343 

26).  Second, Mr. Griffin claims that “… the projected costs of these projects are not 344 

reasonably certain.”  (Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 7:126-27). 345 

Q. Is Mr. Griffin’s first claim that ComEd’s investment in service dates are uncertain 346 

correct? 347 
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A. No.  Mr. Griffin’s testimony provides no rationale or evidence to support his claim.  He 348 

simply asserts that project completion is not reasonably certain for any of these projects.  349 

Moreover, there is no expressed basis even for skepticism other than his criticism of the 350 

degree of variance from ComEd budgets, presumably in years before 2006. 351 

Q. How did ComEd determine that these investments were reasonably certain of being 352 

placed in service during the pro forma period? 353 

A. ComEd concluded that the unique projects would be placed into service during the pro 354 

forma period after individual analysis.  The engineering and planning justifications 355 

behind these projects support that forecast, as does the status of our current investment 356 

and work.  Indeed, because it is already March, 2008, construction of many of these 357 

projects is already underway.  Resources are scheduled and materials and supplies are on 358 

hand or in procurement.  Based on my understanding of how utility projects are planned, 359 

designed, and constructed – an area in which Mr. Griffin does not profess to have 360 

experience – this type of data allows us to assess whether these projects are reasonably 361 

certain of completion.   362 

Likewise, the blankets capture investments in routine core activities that ComEd 363 

must complete, and must complete when or shortly after the need arises.  For emergent 364 

work, claiming that blankets cannot be reasonably certain to proceed at appropriate levels 365 

throughout the year is not credible.  It is like claiming that that ComEd cannot be certain 366 

that it will have to, for example, repair burned out transformers, replace fallen wire, 367 

replace shorted-out underground cable, or connect new customers requiring service.  368 

Likewise, for blankets where non-emergent work is accomplished on a schedule, it is 369 

equivalent to saying, for example, that ComEd will respond to a year’s worth of requests 370 
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for new service installations in the last quarter.  That, too, is neither reasonable nor how 371 

ComEd operates.  Moreover, the nature of blanket work is that it is placed in service 372 

shortly after the investment is made.  Even blankets with relatively long lead times are 373 

closed on no longer than a monthly basis, consistent with the nature of the work. 374 

Q. Did Mr. Griffin consider any individual project data in reaching his conclusion? 375 

A. No.  This is a critical weakness in Mr. Griffin’s claim.  Without any reference to the 376 

actual investments ComEd is making or the planning, engineering, and construction 377 

information relating to those investments, Mr. Griffin cannot make a sound judgment 378 

about when the investments will be placed in service.   379 

Q. Does Mr. Griffin claim that ComEd has a track record of failing to complete distribution 380 

system investments when required or scheduled or that there is any indication that any of 381 

these projects are not capable of being placed into service within the pro forma period? 382 

A. No.  Mr. Griffin does not appear to any give consideration to status reports or other 383 

management monitoring tools that show investments continuing to be made consistent 384 

with the workplans.  Of course, projects can be delayed by disasters, weather, strikes, 385 

changed customer requirements and the like, but if that were sufficient to eliminate 386 

reasonable certainty of overall investment levels then no future project could ever be 387 

added to rate base by a pro forma adjustment.  But, ComEd has a solid track record of 388 

putting projects into service when called for by their planning and engineering 389 

justifications and workplans.  This is especially true of the “Summer Critical” and 390 

Corrective Maintenance projects included in the forecast plant additions.   391 
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Q. Do you have any final observations concerning Mr. Griffin’s first argument concerning in 392 

service dates? 393 

A. Yes.  Mr. Griffin acknowledges that ComEd is certain to make substantial plant additions 394 

in the first three quarters of 2008.  This underscores how unreasonable it is to recommend 395 

that no 2008 plant additions be added to rate base.  His recommendation is especially 396 

unreasonable inasmuch as more than $100 million of plant additions have already been 397 

placed in service during January and February of 2008.  398 

Q. Is Mr. Griffin’s second claim – that the “projected costs of these projects are not 399 

reasonably certain” – correct? 400 

A. No.  Again, Mr. Griffin errs in several respects in addition to failing to consider evidence 401 

of the actual projects in which ComEd is investing.   402 

Q. On what does Mr. Griffin base his claim that ComEd’s projected investment costs are not 403 

reasonably certain? 404 

A. Mr. Griffin bases his claim solely on the percentage errors he attributes to ComEd’s 405 

2004, 2005, and 2006 “actual to budget” variance.  Because he regards some past 406 

variances, presumably in 2004 and 2005, as being high, Mr. Griffin asserts that ComEd’s 407 

project costs estimates are not reliable.   408 

Q. Does Mr. Griffin’s budget variance analysis use data on the cost of assets placed in 409 

service? 410 

A. No.  Mr. Griffin exclusively points to variances between aggregate capital spending and 411 

aggregate capital budgets.  Such variances are often driven by differences between when 412 

ComEd budgeted that it would spend money and when money was actually spent.  They 413 
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do not show that ComEd cannot or did not accurately predict when particular projects or 414 

assets are ultimately placed in service.  A variance in when materials or components are 415 

purchased can cause capital spending to be off budget without affecting in any way the in 416 

service forecast or total cost of the project.  417 

Q. Is there anything else wrong with basing a disallowance of 2008 pro forma capital 418 

investments based on Mr. Griffin’s testimony? 419 

A. Yes, several things.   420 

• First, as I testified earlier, ComEd’s 2004 and 2005 budgets (developed in 2003 and 421 

2004) used a distinctly different methodology than either ComEd’s 2006 forecasts or 422 

the forecasts on which ComEd’s 2007 and 2008 pro forma adjustments were based.  423 

The budget process then had a greater focus on past spending and was not driven by 424 

specific work scheduled for the next year.  In 2006, Mr. Griffin’s testimony confirms 425 

my conclusion that ComEd’s forecast was extraordinarily accurate.  Moreover, as I 426 

testified above, ComEd’s 2007-2008 seven-quarter pro forma forecast is on track.  I 427 

further understand that ComEd’s 2007 actual plant-in-service forecast variance, taken 428 

alone, was no more than ~6%.  That level of variance is excellent for the industry and 429 

supports a conclusion of reasonable certainty. 430 

• Second, ComEd’s 2004 and 2005 spending budgets understated ComEd’s actual 431 

capital spending.  The methodology used at that time tended to produce conservative 432 

investment budgets that were more likely to be exceeded, as they were in 2004 and 433 

2005.  The variances therefore do not undermine the conclusion that those forecasts 434 

established reliable floors on planned investment, i.e., forecasts that a minimum level 435 

of investment would occur.  Indeed, if the Commission had approved pro forma 436 
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adjustments on the basis of ComEd’s 2004 and 2005 budgets, rate base would never 437 

have been overstated.  The fact that additional capital investment may be required in 438 

extreme cases does not make the forecast unreliable as a basis for the pro forma 439 

adjustment that is requested.   440 

• Third, Mr. Griffin ignores the extraordinary amount of data available to back up 441 

ComEd’s plant investment forecast and on which ComEd’s proposed pro forma plant 442 

additions are in fact based.  These data includes documentation concerning: why and 443 

by when work must be completed; schedules and operating workplans that specify 444 

when work is being performed and when investments are scheduled to be completed; 445 

what investments are already in service and what materials have been purchased or 446 

are “in the pipeline” for pending projects; and resources that are committed to putting 447 

investments into service.  His failure to consider any planning, operating, or 448 

construction data is particularly telling given that the investments at issue will be 449 

placed into service within the next 7 months.  Over this short time line, such data is 450 

the most useful and provides the greatest certainty. 451 

• Finally, fourth, even if there were nothing else wrong with his conclusion, a claim 452 

that ComEd’s actual level of investments vary from its forecasts by up to 27.8% (the 453 

largest Mr. Griffin cites) does not support a disallowance of all future investments, as 454 

Mr. Griffin recommends.  There are many categories of investments that, even in a 455 

year with a “high” budget variance, get made with certainty.   456 

Q. Your testimony refers to project workplans and other types of engineering, operational, 457 

and construction data which underlie portions of ComEd’s pro forma plant additions 458 

forecast.  Has ComEd provided the Commission with such evidence?   459 
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A. Yes.  It is my understanding that testimony is sufficient evidence to establish facts in a 460 

proceeding like this, and ComEd provided evidence that supported its proposed pro 461 

forma adjustment with its initial filing.  However, because ComEd’s projection has been 462 

challenged, we are submitting additional evidence.  In particular, in the next section of 463 

my testimony, I discuss each of the six investment categories in detail and sponsor 464 

extensive documentation relating to the details of the work that underlies the projected 465 

plant additions.  In addition, ComEd retained independent experts, Messrs. William 466 

“Bill” Donohue and Ronald Williams of Power Delivery Research & Consulting 467 

(PDR&C), to review and evaluate this project documentation and the status of the 468 

projects from an engineering, construction, and operational perspective.  ComEd is 469 

submitting their testimony to the Commission. 470 

Q. Did Messrs. Donohue and Williams request ComEd to provide them with any 471 

documentation in connection with their analysis? 472 

A. Yes.  They requested a variety of planning, work management, project status, and other 473 

project-related documents that would reflect work to be completed, work in-progress, or 474 

work projected during the pro forma period.  ComEd complied with their requests.  The 475 

documents provided included: 476 

• 2008 Work Plans for Distribution Construction and Maintenance including Substation 477 
Work Plan and recent updates of those plans. 478 

• Samples of Customer or Municipality letters of request for electric service. 479 

• Project engineering schematics referred to by ComEd as a “Project Diagram” (PD). 480 

• Work order packages, which includes information such as specific work tasks to field 481 
forces, material requisitions, and schedule dates. 482 

• Executed Project Authorization Requests (PAR). 483 
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• Documentation from “challenge process” meetings during which projects are 484 
financial and technically challenged. 485 

• Cash flow, cost plans, or cost sheets that indicates the costs planned for the large 486 
projects over time. 487 

• Project Status. 488 

• Documentation of the financial in-service or close date. 489 

• Pertinent guidelines, specification, and procedures regarding functions such as 490 
planning, work management, and finance. 491 

• Current photographs of the status of the vast majority of the pending summer critical 492 
projects. 493 

These documents are each reflect information created and maintained by ComEd in the 494 

ordinary course of its electric utility business.  They are also the type of documents on 495 

which I would expect any expert in the analysis of utility engineering, planning, 496 

construction, and work management to review and rely upon.  The documents provided 497 

to Messrs. Donohue and Williams include those listed on Appendix A.   498 

I understand that Messrs. Donohue and Williams also visited work sites in each 499 

category as a final step in their analysis. 500 

D. Individual Categories of Plant Additions  501 

Q. How is this section of your testimony organized? 502 

A. I will discuss each of the six categories of plant investment that ComEd requested in its 503 

proposed pro forma adjustment.  For each, I will give a brief summary of the work in the 504 

category and overview the projects and blanket involved. 505 
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1. Capacity Expansion 506 

a. Nature and Importance of Capacity Expansion Investment 507 

Q. What types of activity is included in the Capacity Expansion category? 508 

A. Work in the Capacity Expansion category involves investments that increase ComEd’s 509 

ability to serve additional load in a local area.  These are not projects designed to serve a 510 

specific new customer, but to respond to growth in load generally in an area.  This could 511 

be due to continued heavier use by existing customers, or to support new customers 512 

moving into an area of ComEd’s service territory.  In general, ComEd deems these 513 

projects “Summer Critical” meaning that we spend considerable effort to ensure that 514 

these projects are constructed and in service by June 1 each year prior to the hottest part 515 

of the summer when our system usually hits its peak.   516 

This year, there are 301 projects on the Summer Critical list.  As of the most 517 

recent report I have, dated March 3, 2008, 185 of these projects are electrically complete, 518 

9 have either completed construction or do not require construction but are not yet 519 

energized, construction has started on 57 projects, and 50 are awaiting the 520 

commencement of construction.  We are on track to have all of this work finished by 521 

June 1.  (I note that 14 of the summer critical projects involve only non-jurisdictional 522 

transmission lines, but we track all 301 projects together.)  The map below depicts the 523 

locations of the most significant projects.  As one can see, these projects encompass a 524 

broad swath across our service territory.   525 
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 526 

ComEd has placed $7.4 million dollars of jurisdictional plant into service in this 527 

category between January 1, and February 29, 2008. 528 

Q. What activities are included in the Capacity Expansion category? 529 

A. There are two blankets and 77 unique projects in this category.  There are also certain 530 

general blanket budgets that I discuss further later in my testimony.  531 
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Q. How does ComEd decide what capacity expansion activities to pursue? 532 

A. Because ComEd is a summer-peaking utility, our main focus for capacity expansion is 533 

the summer peak.  In our planning process, we insure that, even at peak loads expected to 534 

be experienced one summer out of ten, there will be sufficient capacity to meet all 535 

customers’ needs.  Specifically, that means that we avoid pushing our equipment past its 536 

normal ratings under system-normal conditions (all equipment in operation), or past its 537 

emergency rating under contingency conditions (typically with one piece of equipment 538 

out of operation). 539 

Q. Are these decision-making tools set forth in standards? 540 

A. Yes.  Attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CE-00A are the standards our planning 541 

engineers use to evaluate the need for capacity expansion.  These standards have been 542 

provided to the Commission and its Staff on several previous occasions. 543 

Q. How does ComEd insure that it has the capacity in place to meet the summer peak 544 

season? 545 

A. We designate projects needed before the summer peak season as “summer critical.”  546 

Because the summer peak weather could happen as early as June, we target June 1 of 547 

each year as the date by which all summer critical projects should be completed. 548 

Q. What would be the effect of not meeting the June 1 target? 549 

A. If we did not have the projects in place by June 1, we would put customers at risk of an 550 

outage in case of unusual, but still reasonably possible, hot weather. 551 
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Q. Is it possible that ComEd will spend no dollars at all on Capacity Expansion, or put no 552 

new assets in service in this category, so that Mr. Griffin’s recommendation that no 2008 553 

plant be added to rate base would be correct? 554 

A. No, that is not possible.   555 

Q. Can you describe with more particularity the need for the more important projects on the 556 

summer critical list? 557 

A. Yes.  The need for each of the largest 50 distribution projects is shown on ComEd Group 558 

Ex. 21.App.CE-00B.  This exhibit shows, for each of these projects, what elements of 559 

ComEd’s system could become overloaded if no action is taken.  For the remaining 560 

projects not on this list, a very brief description of the purpose, describing which system 561 

element (for example feeder or transformer) will be overloaded absent relief, is given on 562 

ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CE-00C, which is the March 3, 2008 Summer Critical Project 563 

Status Report. 564 

Q. Does ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CE-00C also show the scope of the projects? 565 

A. Yes.  It also briefly describes what the capacity project entails.  For the larger projects, 566 

the scope is typically a new substation transformer or a new feeder extension starting at a 567 

substation.  Smaller projects might involve extending an existing feeder, building a new 568 

line to connect existing feeders, or even resetting switches to balance load. 569 

Q. Do you have anything more specific as to the scope of these projects? 570 

A. Yes, for each of the centrally managed projects, ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CE-1 through 571 

21.App.CE-77 includes the one-line diagrams, which ComEd calls “project diagrams,” 572 

for each project.  The project diagram, which is signed by the planning engineer and the 573 
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planning manager, is the direction to those who carry out the plans as to what needs to be 574 

accomplished electrically.  While the project diagram for these 77 projects is included in 575 

the appendix as a sample, there is a similar diagram for every capacity expansion project.  576 

The PD reference number, identifying that project diagram for each project, is shown on 577 

the summer critical list, ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CE-00C. 578 

Q. What does ComEd do to ensure that the cost of project is reasonable? 579 

A. The first thing we do is to apply our management challenge process to the projects.  This 580 

means that the project must be presented to one or more committees, with higher cost 581 

projects needing additional levels of approval.  The review committees suggest 582 

alternatives and press the presenters to justify the scope and budget of the project.  A 583 

typical project goes through this process multiple times, as the project proceeds from the 584 

conceptual stage, to engineering, and finally is approved for construction.   585 

The actual work on the projects is subject to the same cost controls as ComEd’s 586 

other capital additions.  Large or complex projects are centrally managed by a company-587 

wide group of professional project managers.  As I mentioned above, there are 77 588 

summer critical distribution projects for summer 2008 that are centrally managed, and 589 

each receives its own unique budget item.  The remaining, smaller projects are managed 590 

at the ComEd regional staff level, and are accounted for by one of two blanket budgets: 591 

Investment Tracking Number (“ITN”) 10297 for projected overloads over 105%, and 592 

ITN 10298 for projected overloads over 110%. 593 
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b. Forecast Capacity Expansion Investment 594 

Q. How much additional plant is ComEd reasonably certain to have placed in service by the 595 

end of third quarter of 2008? 596 

A. ComEd is reasonably certain that by, September 30, 2008, it will have placed in service 597 

$136.5 million in new jurisdictional plant in the Capacity Expansion category. 598 

c. Certainty of Capacity Expansion Investment 599 

Q. Does ComEd have a process to organize and track summer critical Capacity Expansion 600 

projects? 601 

A. Absolutely, and we track them very closely.  Progress is summarized and compiled on a 602 

summer critical spreadsheet, which allows management to evaluate how we are doing.  603 

This spreadsheet is updated regularly. 604 

Q. What is the status for the projects on this year’s summer critical list? 605 

A. The status of each project is shown on ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CE-00C, the 2008 606 

Summer Critical List.  There are 301 projects on this year’s list, of which 287 have a 607 

distribution function; all of them will be in service and used and useful by the summer.  608 

Q. Has ComEd used this kind of “summer critical” list in prior years? 609 

A. Yes, we have. 610 

Q. What is ComEd’s track record in completing the summer critical work on a timely basis? 611 

A. Our track record has been very good.  ComEd Group Exs. 21.App.CE-00D - 21.App.CE-612 

00G are ComEd’s final summer critical lists for the years 2004 through 2007.  These 613 

documents demonstrate our track record of getting these projects electrically in-service 614 

by June 1 of each year.  Occasionally a project extends for a few days due to extenuating 615 
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circumstances, but not more than that.  In all these years, we have never had a single 616 

summer critical project go into service after September 30 of the year. 617 

Q. What is the status of this year’s work on summer critical work compared to last year? 618 

A. We are actually ahead of last year’s status.  The following charts compare this year’s 619 

progress with last year’s at the same point in the year. 620 

 621 

Q. Does ComEd have schedules for this year’s projects, showing their progress and expected 622 

completion dates? 623 

A. Yes.  ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CE-1-77 includes, for each of the centrally managed 624 

projects, a detailed project schedule and, in many cases, a photograph of the current 625 

status of the project work taken as recently as last week.  Additional project schedule 626 
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information, including our expected completion date, is shown for every project on 627 

ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CE-00C. 628 

Q. What evidence is there that ComEd is expending money on these projects? 629 

A. For each of the centrally managed projects, there is a “detail sheet” showing the amount 630 

spent so far each month, and future cash flows, by item of work.  These cash flows run 631 

through the completion of the project.  These all show completions by June.  These are 632 

found in ComEd Group Exs. 21.App.CE-1 through 21.App.CE -77. 633 

Q. What evidence is there that ComEd is on budget and on track? 634 

A. ComEd’s management watches these projects carefully, and holds the project managers 635 

accountable for variances from the established budgets.  We therefore get a monthly 636 

spreadsheet known in the company as the “no surprises” report.  ComEd Group Ex. 637 

21.App.CE-00H contains the most recent such report covering all centrally managed 638 

projects. 639 

Q. What evidence is there that ComEd is mobilizing the resources necessary to complete the 640 

work, and that the work is actually under way? 641 

A. ComEd Ex. ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CE-1-77 contains a compilation of the actual 642 

work orders issued by the project manager for each of the centrally managed projects. 643 

Q. Is there anything to suggest that ComEd will scale back or defer these projects? 644 

A. No.  We are past that time.  Any deferrals or scaling back, if that were feasible, was done 645 

in the budget review and management challenge processes.  Now we are at the time of 646 

year when the projects are set, and the effort is on completing them by June 1.  We will 647 

complete the required summer critical projects by this summer. 648 
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2. Corrective Maintenance 649 

a. Nature and Importance of Corrective Maintenance 650 

Q. What types of activity are categorized as Corrective Maintenance? 651 

A. Corrective Maintenance involves both emergent and planned work performed in order to 652 

repair and replace materials and equipment to ensure the safety and reliability of the 653 

distribution system.  This work occurs on a daily basis and is essential to ComEd’s role 654 

of keeping the lights on in Illinois.  For instance, over a million hours have been spent 655 

each year for the past two years completing corrective maintenance tasks.  In 2006 and 656 

2007, ComEd devoted 1.2 and 1.3 million hours, respectively, to completing 657 

approximately sixty thousand (60,000) and sixty-four thousand (64,000) Corrective 658 

Maintenance tasks, again respectively.   659 

Q. Does ComEd plan to conduct corrective maintenance work throughout this year? 660 

A. Yes.  As the following table shows, in 2008 ComEd will dedicate over 1.1 million labor 661 

hours of work to corrective maintenance:  662 
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 663 

Through the first two months of 2008, ComEd is meeting its work plan targets of 15% 664 

work complete and 13% of the annual budget expended.  In order to continue to meet its 665 

corrective maintenance needs, ComEd plans to complete 649,120 hours of work in the 666 

area of aerial corrective maintenance during the first three quarters of 2008 and 268,345 667 

of work in the area of underground corrective maintenance during the first three quarters 668 

of 2008.  The table above as well as the data in ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.CM-00 shows 669 

that ComEd’s 2008 corrective maintenance plan is in line, and somewhat conservative, 670 

based on the actual number of hours worked in previous years. 671 

Q. What activities are included in the Corrective Maintenance category? 672 

A. As a result of the routine nature of the work that is performed in this category of work, 673 

corrective maintenance generally consists of blanket projects as opposed to unique 674 

projects.  There are 48 blankets and 17 unique projects in this category that are included 675 
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in the plant projected to be in service by September 30, 2008.  I discuss the following 676 

blanket projects further later in my testimony: Emergency Cable Fault Repair, 677 

Emergency Cable Fault Replacement and Overhead Distribution Defect Repairs.  678 

b. Forecast Corrective Maintenance Investment 679 

Q. How much Corrective Maintenance activity does ComEd expect to occur in the first three 680 

quarters of 2008? 681 

A. ComEd is reasonably certain that the approximately $126.4 million (or $118.3 million, 682 

excluding CWIP) of new plant additions will be placed into service in the first within the 683 

first three quarters of 2008 on account of Corrective Maintenance activity.  Between 684 

January 1 and  February 29, 2008, ComEd has already placed $37.3 million in new plant 685 

in service in this work category. 686 

c. Certainty of Corrective Maintenance Investment 687 

Q. Will Corrective Maintenance activity continue throughout the first three quarters of 688 

2008? 689 

A. Yes.  It must.  Corrective Maintenance is central to ComEd’s business.  Consistent with 690 

previous years, ComEd’s Work Plans indicate 725,615 hours of labor will be used during 691 

the first three quarters of 2008 in order to complete planned and emergent work in this 692 

category.   693 

Q. Are there significant unique projects in Corrective Maintenance? 694 

A. No.  Because the work is heavily emergent, it is managed through blankets. 695 

Q. Please describe emergency fault repair and emergency fault replacement blankets.  696 
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A. Emergency fault repair or replacement becomes necessary when a fault occurs on a 697 

primary, secondary or other service line.  A repair or replacement is completed to resolve 698 

a safety concern, an interruption or to restore the system configuration to normal.  699 

Emergency fault repair includes repair to wire as well as replacement of spans of wire 700 

and lengths of cable.  Replacement occurs when a continuous span of cable is replaced 701 

between devices.   702 

Q. How much does ComEd reasonably expect to place in service due to Emergency Cable 703 

Fault replacement and repair during the first three quarters of 2008? 704 

A. Based upon ComEd’s Corrective Maintenance work plans, which are included in ComEd 705 

Group Exs. 21.App.CM-00 and 21.App.ALL, ComEd anticipates that during this period 706 

it will place into service $46.7 million of assets relating to cable fault replacements and 707 

$10.1 million relating to cable fault repair projects.  708 

Q. Is this consistent with the amount of plant related to cable faults in previous years? 709 

A. Yes.  In the first three quarters 2005, 2006 and 2007 ComEd placed plant in service 710 

through these two blankets in the following amounts: $57.0, $51.2, and $69.1 million, 711 

respectively.  ComEd has no reason to believe that the number of faults requiring 712 

replacement or repairs in 2008 will decrease from previous years.  In fact, through  713 

February, 2008, we have had 1,923 faults requiring repair or replacement.  This is  a 13% 714 

increase over the pace of faults that we experienced last year.  715 

Q. Please describe the work that is performed under the blanket Overhead Distribution 716 

Defect Repairs. 717 
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A. Generally, the blanket Overhead Distribution Defect Repairs is used for emergent work 718 

when replacing overhead property units which include anchors, crossarms, guy wire, 719 

poles, transformer racks, towers, arresters, switches including cutout/disconnect, pole 720 

tops and spans of overhead primary and secondary wire between property units.  721 

Q. How much new plant does ComEd reasonably expect to place in service during the first 722 

three quarters of 2008 for Overhead Distribution Defect Repairs? 723 

A. Based upon ComEd’s Corrective Maintenance Work Plan, ComEd anticipates placing 724 

into service $23.1 million of plant relating to Overhead Distribution Defect Repairs.   725 

Q. Is this consistent with the amount of plant placed in service for Overhead Distribution 726 

Defect Repairs in previous years? 727 

A. Yes.  In the first three quarters 2005, 2006, and 2007 ComEd placed into service $27.3, 728 

$23.5,  and $24.4 million of plant related to Overhead Distribution Defect Repair tasks 729 

and completed 16,054, 15,652, and 13,351 tasks in each respective year.  Based upon the 730 

routine nature of this work and the analyses performed under my direction, ComEd has 731 

no reason to believe that ComEd will not complete a significant number of overhead 732 

distribution defect repairs in 2008.  In fact, through February 29, 2008 ComEd already 733 

completed 1,197 work order tasks for overhead distribution defect repairs.   734 

Q. Will completed plant additions in the Corrective Maintenance category be used and 735 

useful when installed? 736 

A. Yes.  As previously mentioned, Corrective Maintenance is essential to safety to minimize 737 

interruptions and to restore the system configuration to normal.  When we restore a piece 738 
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of equipment that had been serving customers and has failed, the new plant we add is 739 

used and useful, just as was the plant that it replaced or the system that it repaired.  740 

3. Facility Relocation 741 

a. Nature and Importance of Facility Relocation 742 

Q. Please describe the Facility Relocation category of plant additions. 743 

A. Facility Relocation, sometimes called Public Relocation, involves relocating distribution 744 

infrastructure when a governmental entity (municipality, county, or state agency) decides 745 

to undertake a public improvement project.  For instance, if a unit of local government in 746 

ComEd’s service territory wishes to widen a road, but the electric poles are too close to 747 

the edge of it, ComEd in general must move the poles to make room for the road.  The 748 

Facility Relocation category consists of a high volume of work that must be done on a 749 

fairly short timeline.  ComEd coordinates with more than 400 government agencies and, 750 

to give an idea of the volume of work in this category, received more than 1,500 separate 751 

facility relocation requests in 2007, slightly less than 1,500 in 2006, and almost 1,600 in 752 

2005.   753 

Q. How does ComEd determine whether to undertake a Facility Relocation job? 754 

A. A regional ComEd engineer will receive a letter from a governmental entity in his or her 755 

region stating that it will be starting a public improvement project and formally 756 

requesting that ComEd move its facilities.  ComEd then coordinates with the requesting 757 

agency, conducts an engineering review, and initiates a work order to begin the necessary 758 

project approvals.  Some entities, such as the Illinois Department of Transportation, have 759 

long-range plans that drive their work and ComEd will begin coordinating them well in 760 

advance.  Other entities request that relocation occur on a very tight timeframe.  761 
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b. Forecast Facility Relocation 762 

Q. What activities are included in the Facility Relocation category? 763 

A. There are two blankets in this category constituting core work and two centrally managed 764 

unique projects in this category, which I will discuss below.  There are also certain 765 

general blankets that I discuss further later in my testimony.  766 

Q. How are ComEd’s Facility Relocation projects organized? 767 

A. Regionally managed projects greater than $100,000 are accounted for under blanket ITN 768 

19742.  All projects under this blanket are technically unique projects in ComEd’s 769 

accounting system because they cost more than $100,000, but because of the routine and 770 

repetitive nature of this work it is not efficient to budget each of these numerous projects 771 

separately.  These projects are regionally managed, or “non-centrally managed,” because 772 

regional Facility Relocation field engineers manage them.  We assign complex projects 773 

with projected costs over $100,000 to a project manager from the Project Management 774 

Organization.  These “centrally managed” projects have separate budgets and are not 775 

accounted for under ITN 19742.  All projects greater than $500,000, regardless of how 776 

they are managed, must go through the Project Review Committee budgeting approval 777 

process.   778 

Projects less than $100,000 are “baseline” projects under blanket ITN 19262, and 779 

constitute numerous, frequently-occurring but relatively inexpensive relocation projects.    780 

Q. How much additional plant does ComEd project will be placed in service as a result of 781 

Facility Relocation during the first three quarters of 2008? 782 
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A. ComEd projects $33.7 million in additional plant (including CWIP, and excluding 783 

removal) will be placed in service on account of Facility Relocation through September 784 

2008.   785 

Q. Has ComEd placed any Facility Relocation related investments in service in the first two 786 

months of 2008? 787 

A. Yes, we have completed and placed in service about 29 discrete projects with their own 788 

project diagrams (“PDs”), including more than 40 associated construction tasks that fall 789 

under our blanket programs.  In comparison, last year at this time we had completed work 790 

for only 19 PDs. 791 

c. Certainty of Facility Relocation Investment 792 

i. Unique Projects 793 

Q. Please describe the centrally managed unique projects in this category which are expected 794 

to be in service by the third quarter of 2008. 795 

A. Two centrally managed unique projects are expected to be in service by the third quarter 796 

of 2008.  The first is the Algonquin Road Relocation, which has budgeted expenditures in 797 

2008.  The second is the Route 60 Project which incurred CWIP in 2007. 798 

Q. What is the Algonquin Road Relocation? 799 

A. This project involves moving 34 kV and 12 kV overhead lines and underground service 800 

drops so that McHenry County can widen Algonquin Road between Randall Road and 801 

Route 47.  The project was originally due to be complete in 2007 but due to scheduling 802 

changes by the county, some of the work has been shifted to 2008.  Detailed information 803 

on this program is attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.FR-01A and 21.App.FR-01B.  804 
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This project is also shown at Line 1907 in the data ComEd provided in Data Request 805 

response JMO 5.01_Attach 2; it is also provided in the attachments to ComEd Ex. 25. 806 

Q. Is ComEd reasonably certain that this project will be complete by the third quarter of 807 

2008? 808 

A. Yes.  Our schedule and budget reflects that this project should be complete this summer.  809 

Q. What is the Route 60 Project? 810 

A. This project involves relocating overhead and underground facilities along Route 60 811 

between Riverwoods Road and Saunders Road due to road widening.  Detailed 812 

information on this project is attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.FR-03. 813 

Q. Is this project reasonably certain to be complete by September 2008? 814 

A. Yes, this project is scheduled to be in service by the third quarter of 2008.   815 

ii. Core Work Managed in Blankets 816 

Q. Can you please describe the Facility Relocation core work managed in blankets? 817 

A. As I stated above, the two major blanket programs in this area are for regionally managed 818 

projects over $100,000, and for baseline work under $100,000.  This constitutes the vast 819 

majority of the day-to-day work in the Facility Relocation category.  Hundreds of discrete 820 

projects each year fall under these blanket programs.  For most of the discrete projects 821 

under the blanket programs, we only have a relatively short lead time before ComEd 822 

must start the work.  The small projects are completed fairly quickly if there are no 823 

scheduling changes by the requesting entity.  Because of this and of the necessity of 824 

completing the projects when required by the governmental entity requesting the 825 

relocations, we can be reasonably certain of when the projects will be in service.  826 
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Attached as ComEd Group Exhibit Ex. 21.App.FR-02B are examples illustrating how 827 

Facility Relocation jobs are handled from start to finish. 828 

Q. Does ComEd have a work plan for Facility Relocation core work that it expects to 829 

complete by the third quarter of 2008? 830 

A. Yes, we do.  We are especially confident in our scheduled work into June because we try 831 

to requisition materials 10 to 12 weeks in advance.  That being said, because so much of 832 

our work has a short lead time, we are constantly reprioritizing the projects on the work 833 

plan due to emergent requests and agency scheduling changes which are largely outside 834 

of our control.  If work is delayed on one project, though, we redirect our focus on 835 

incoming or ongoing projects and the amount of dollars going into service remains 836 

relatively true to our budget over time.   837 

Q. What evidence is there, then, that ComEd will place in service by September 30, 2008 the 838 

Facility Relocation work it has projected requested? 839 

A. We are reasonably certain of our third quarter in service data based on our historic 840 

spending and in-service numbers, our 2008 forecasts, and our work plan which shows 841 

jobs in our queue well into 2008 with estimated completion dates by September.  Our 842 

work plans, tracking spreadsheets, and samples of some of the agency documents that we 843 

use to plan our work are attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.FR-02A.   844 

Q. Do you anticipate any unusual circumstances that will affect the Facility Relocation work 845 

planned through the third quarter of 2008? 846 

A. No, I do not.  Spending on Facility Relocation is fairly consistent and our budget takes 847 

into account real anticipated work. Our actual spending has been extremely close to our 848 
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forecast in the last few years.  I do not currently see any circumstances that should affect 849 

our 2008 budget.  Also this work is non-discretionary.  We are committed to upholding 850 

our duty to our agency partners to complete relocation work as quickly and efficiently as 851 

possible so that they can uphold their commitment to provide adequate public services to 852 

taxpayers. It is certainly not reasonable that we will not place in service any Facility 853 

Relocation work by the third quarter. 854 

4. New Business 855 

a. Nature and Importance of New Business Investment 856 

Q. What is included in the New Business category of work and why is it important? 857 

A. New Business is the work that ComEd must perform to connect a customer to the system, 858 

whether it is a residential customer, a commercial customer, or an industrial customer.  859 

This work is at the very core of our obligation to serve and when customers call on us to 860 

provide them with service, they expect us to deliver.  We have no choice, we simply must 861 

accomplish  this work, every year, year-in, year-out.  862 

We receive tens of thousands of these requests every year.  Unlike the unique 863 

projects that I described earlier in my testimony, that typically require more detailed 864 

studies, analysis, engineering, construction planning and lead time, most of this work is 865 

relatively routine, highly repetitive and high in volume.     866 

b. Forecast New Business Investment 867 

Q. What is the dollar value of the plant ComEd expects to be in service by September 30, 868 

2008 in this category of work? 869 

A. ComEd expects to place into service $198.4 million of plant within the first three quarters 870 

of 2008.  ComEd has actually placed $30.7 million of plant in service through February 871 
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29, 2008.  New Business work is uniquely affected by changes in demands made by 872 

customers.  However, our planning and work management processes are such that if a 873 

short-term dip occurs in New Business investment, the resources are used for plant 874 

investment in other categories of work. 875 

c. Certainty of New Business Investment 876 

Q. How does ComEd track the progress of New Business work? 877 

A. ComEd has procedures in place that describe the methodology we follow in executing 878 

this work from the time that a customer makes a new service request to engineering 879 

design and through construction.  A more detailed  discussion of the nature of this work 880 

and the relevant management procedures are included in the PDR&C Reports entitled 881 

“Install New Service for Commercial Customers” and “Install New Service for 882 

Residential Customers”, which were both prepared prior to our filing of this proceeding, 883 

and which have been available in the ComEd data rooms and produced in discovery.   884 

Q. How does ComEd manage New Business work? 885 

A. There are four primary blankets through which ComEd manages routine new business 886 

and, for the first three quarters of 2008, 25 unique projects.  In general, if a project is 887 

estimated to exceed $100,000, then we manage it as a “Unique Project” and a dedicated 888 

project manager and unique project number is assigned to that work.  However, the vast 889 

majority of the new connections we provide for customers costs less than $100,000.   890 

More than $110 million will be invested through thousands of relatively small and 891 

separate tasks and  managed under one of two blanket projects which we categorize as 892 

either Inside the City of Chicago Baseline or Outside Chicago Baseline.  Attached to my 893 
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testimony as ComEd Group Exs. 21.App.NB-01A through 21.App.NB-01F and 894 

21.App.NB-02A through 21.App.NB-02G are examples of work packages for projects 895 

completed under the baseline blankets.  As one can see, these projects typically begin 896 

with a customer request, require ComEd (or the customer) to obtain appropriate permits 897 

and approvals and ultimately engineer, schedule, and complete the work. While these 898 

projects do not individually involve large dollars, they still require engineering analysis, 899 

planning, work crew coordination and, in most cases, coordination with a customer’s 900 

construction schedule.   901 

Q. How is other core new business work managed? 902 

A. We have two other blanket projects, ComEd Distribution Transformers and West Electric 903 

Unspecified Projects.  We expect to place into service approximately $20.4 and $18.1 904 

million, respectively, through these two projects.  ComEd places thousands of 905 

distribution transformers into service each year.  In order to obtain favorable pricing, 906 

ComEd typically acquires transformers in bulk through its supply function and then 907 

assigns transformers to the various functional areas so that it may appropriately track 908 

utilization.   909 

The Unspecified Projects blanket is just that.  At the beginning of each year, 910 

ComEd knows that it will receive thousands of requests for service, many of which may 911 

require ComEd to install significant facilities in order to bring service to such customers.  912 

ComEd utilizes these funds to pay for unique projects that will cost more than $100,000 913 

on an individual basis.  914 
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Q. How can the Commission be reasonably certain that ComEd will, in fact, place this plant 915 

in service by the end of the third quarter? 916 

A. The Commission can be reasonably certain that this plant will be placed in service for at 917 

least four reasons: 918 

First, ComEd has many years of experience performing this type of customer-919 

driven work.  In the last three years, ComEd has provided new service to at least 40,000 920 

customers during the first three quarters.  See ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.NB-00.  We 921 

consider much, if not most of this work “baseline” because it is occurs regularly and at 922 

fairly predictable levels. This allows us to develop meaningful and informed projections 923 

of the labor and materials that will be needed to carry out the work in our numerous 924 

regions.  Our detailed workplan identifying the labor and materials we anticipate in 2008 925 

in this category is attached as ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.NB-00.  In the two most 926 

significant core work blankets, we placed into service new plant of $135.3 and $118.5 927 

million, respectively through the first three quarters of 2006 and 2007.  We expect to 928 

place in service $113.4 million of plant relating to this core work during the same time 929 

frame this year. 930 

Second, our recent history demonstrates that our budgets are quite conservative.  931 

For the first three quarters of 2006 and 2007, demand for New Business services resulted 932 

in our actual capital spending exceeding the New Business budgets for those services by 933 

17% and 5.7%, respectively. 934 

Third, the volume of work that is currently in the queue for service by the end of 935 

the third quarter is significant.  We have more than 10,000 pending requests for new 936 

services to be complete in the first three quarters of 2008, and ComEd currently has more 937 
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than 18,000 work orders open under the New Business category.  See ComEd Group Ex. 938 

21.App.NB-00.  As the weather and site conditions improve, we expect this number to 939 

increase. 940 

Finally, we continue to experience significant growth in our service territory.  941 

While there has been some slowdown in the residential housing market generally, five of 942 

the collar counties – Will, McHenry, Lake, Kane, and Kendall – have recently been 943 

among the top 100 fastest growing counties in the country.  We are seeing a shift in the 944 

nature of some of this work, away from new residential “greenfield” development and to 945 

the more complex commercial and City high-rise development.  New construction in and 946 

around the Loop is also quite vibrant.   947 

Q. What New Business work does ComEd expect to perform during the first three quarters 948 

of 2008 that is managed as unique projects? 949 

A. There are 25 unique projects currently underway that ComEd expects to place in service 950 

by the end of the third quarter, 2008.  These projects include several high-profile projects, 951 

including the a new 60-story building in the Loop, two new computer data centers, and 952 

new installations at two major hospital medical centers.  ComEd Group Exs. 21.App.NB-953 

03 through 21.App.NB-22 are work packages that include the engineering and 954 

construction details of these projects, including the construction schedules.  Many of 955 

these projects are far along in the construction process. These exhibits include 956 

photographs of many of these projects taken as recently as last week.   957 

Q. Are you certain that each of the 25 unique projects will, in fact, be in service by 958 

September 30, 2008? 959 
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A. Based upon our experience, it is likely that some projects will be pushed out into the 960 

fourth quarter or later or, in some cases, cancelled.  However, our experience also 961 

suggests that as projects fall out of a particular quarter, others emerge.  So, for example, I 962 

understand that the total value of unique projects that have in-service dates that have now 963 

been extended until after the third quarter is approximately $14 million, while the value 964 

of new projects coming in or that now have service dates within the first three quarters is 965 

$13 million.  These developments highlight how the individual projects can ebb and flow 966 

while the overall level of work stays on track.  We plan for these deviations and do our 967 

best to match resources to the demands of our customers.    968 

Q. How can the Commission be assured that the facilities that ComEd plans to install 969 

through these projects are reasonably certain to occur in the first three quarters of 2008? 970 

A. Like virtually all of the unique projects that fall under Capacity Expansion category of 971 

work, ComEd has developed detailed engineering drawings, work plans and construction 972 

schedules.  Where necessary, we have entered into contracts with construction 973 

contractors. ComEd has approved the funding for these projects through our formal 974 

processes and we have assigned and dedicated the labor and materials necessary to 975 

complete the work.  In many cases, we have already incurred substantial costs and much 976 

of our work is complete. That documentation is contained in ComEd Group Exs. 977 

21.App.NB-03 through 21.App.NB-22.   978 

However, ComEd is willing to do more.  If there remains any question about 979 

whether ComEd will complete this work by the end of the third quarter, ComEd is willing 980 

to consider other methods of providing assurance to the Commission, including updated 981 

documentation and physical tours of various work occurring in our service territory.   982 
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5. System Performance 983 

a. Nature and Importance of System Performance Investment 984 

Q. What is the System Performance category of capital additions? 985 

A. System Performance refers to projects that increase the efficiency or reliability of the 986 

distribution system without necessarily increasing its capability to provide basic service 987 

to customers. 988 

b. Forecast System Performance Investment 989 

A. What is the dollar value of the plant ComEd expects to be in service by September 30, 990 

2008 in this category of work? 991 

A. We forecast $96.0 million of plant investment (including CWIP) in system performance 992 

work will be placed in service by the end of the third quarter of 2008. 993 

c. Certainty of System Performance Investment 994 

Q. What projects are included in the System Performance category? 995 

A. There are 13 blankets and two unique projects in this category.   996 

i. Blanket Projects 997 

Q. What is the first blanket? 998 

A. The first blanket is “Replace Distribution Poor Performing Underground Residential 999 

Distribution Cable,” ITN 4920.  We will spend $20.5 million on this program in the first 1000 

three quarters of 2008.  This program targets segments of concentric cable rated at 15 kV 1001 

and below, that have experienced three or more faults in a 24 month period.  The 1002 

problems cluster around bare cable installed in the 1966 to 1985 timeframe, which 1003 

amounts to 8,700 miles of cable in all.  Because these residential cables serve small  1004 
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localized  areas, they are not a significant driver of our SAIFI numbers.  Because of the 1005 

annoyance of frequent interruptions, they are, however,  a source of customer 1006 

dissatisfaction.  Details on this blanket are included in ComEd Group Exs. 21.App.SP-1007 

01A through 21.App.SP-01E. 1008 

Q. What is the work plan for 2008? 1009 

A. We first assess the cables to  determine whether they can be treated by injecting gel 1010 

through them.  Sections that cannot be treated this way are candidates for replacement.  1011 

This year our plan is to assess at least 200 miles of underground residential cable.  We 1012 

plan that 2300 cable sections will be treated and 700 cable sections replaced. 1013 

Q. How much of this work will be done in the first three quarters of 2008? 1014 

A. We track our performance based on workdown curves.  The workdown curve for this 1015 

program begins with  3,000 cable sections as of January 1, and decreases over the year as 1016 

the work is performed.  The workdown curve for the underground residential cable is 1017 

shown below: 1018 

 1019 
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Q. Please describe ComEd’s performance in this type of work so far this year. 1020 

A. January performance was below target by 11 as compared to a target of 107.  A total of 1021 

30 replacement sections and 66 injection sections were completed.  Variance to plan is 1022 

primarily driven by the loss of 4 inclement weather days, or 24% of planned work days.  1023 

Two make up days were also cancelled due to weather.  Recovery is anticipated in the 1024 

April/May timeframe when crews will be ramped up ahead of plan.   1025 

Q. How much has ComEd invested so far this year under this program? 1026 

A. In January and February, 2008, we invested $3.1 million. 1027 

Q. What is the second blanket program? 1028 

A. The second blanket is the 1% Worst Performing Circuit Program, ITN 11161, on which 1029 

we will invest $11.0 million in the first three quarters of 2008.  We make these 1030 

investments pursuant to Section 411.120 of the Commission’s Rules to improve the 1031 

performance of the worst 1% of our circuits of 15 kV or less in each operating area.  1032 

Details on this blanket are included in ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.SP-25. 1033 

Q. What does ComEd do under this program? 1034 

A. ComEd reliability engineers perform an analysis of which of  the following steps will 1035 

improve circuit performance: fusing, vegetation trimming, application of reclosers, 1036 

application of arrestors, and pole conditions.  Maintenance inspectors perform additional 1037 

tasks.  As necessary, new capital investments are made to improve reliability. 1038 

Q. What is the status of this program for 2008? 1039 

A. As of 2/8/08, Reliability has analyzed 50 Frequency (SAIFI/CAIFI) circuits (5 circuits do 1040 

not require PD work orders).  Design Requirements are complete on 42 circuits.  Design 1041 
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Requirements on all SAIFI/CAIFI circuits will be complete early in March.  Thirty-four 1042 

Work Packages have been issued to Construction and all Work Packages will be issued to 1043 

construction by March 15, 2008.  Eight circuits are currently under construction and 1044 

twelve circuits are complete. Reliability Analysis of CAIDI circuits to be complete by 1045 

April 1, 2008, Engineering by May 1, 2008, Construction complete by September 30, 1046 

2008.  Twenty poles have been identified for replacement and 78 poles for reinforcement 1047 

to be completed by October 31, 2008. 1048 

The overall status of this project is also depicted on the chart below. 1049 

 1050 

Q. What is the next blanket program? 1051 

A. The next blanket is Spare Transformers greater than 10 MVA, ITN 29259.  We will 1052 

spend $9.3 million under this program in the first three quarters of 2008. 1053 

Q. What is the scope of this blanket program? 1054 

A. We use this blanket to fund the procurement of spare transformers to replace ones that 1055 

fail in service.  It is important to have spares on hand to minimize the time necessary to 1056 
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replace a failed unit.  So, we keep our standard classes of transformers (138-12 kV, 138-1057 

34 kV, 69-12 kV, and 34-12 kV) on hand. 1058 

Q. How many transformers will ComEd acquire this year? 1059 

A. We have already ordered five transformers covered by this program, and delivery is 1060 

scheduled to be complete by May 22.  Copies of purchase orders are included in ComEd 1061 

Group Ex. 21.App.SP-15.  We have the ability to order one additional spare between now 1062 

and September 30.   1063 

Q. How does this level of purchases compare to last year? 1064 

A. Last year we purchased two transformers during the first three quarters of the year.  1065 

However, our projections for deliveries this year are driven by the need to replenish our 1066 

stock from failures in 2007.  This lag is due to the lead times for substation power 1067 

transformers.  1068 

Q. What is the next blanket? 1069 

A. The next blanket is installation of distribution sectionalizing devices, ITN 4928.  This 1070 

program identifies locations where the installation of a mid-point recloser, coupled with 1071 

SCADA equipment, would provide reliability benefits.  This is generally known as 1072 

distribution automation, or the isolation of a fault and reconfiguration with manual 1073 

switching.  We will spend $7.8 million on these activities in the first three quarters of 1074 

2008. 1075 

Q. What is the 2008 work plan? 1076 
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A. We will install 177 mid-circuit reclosers in the first half of 2008, and another 125 through 1077 

the end of the year to be installed by a contractor.  ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.SP-27 1078 

shows the timing of the installations by contractors. 1079 

Q. How does ComEd plan to complete this work in 2008? 1080 

A. We use a annual plan, reflected on a workdown curve, which appears below.   1081 
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 1082 

ComEd had a slow start in January, due to weather issues, but have been able to recover 1083 

and are reasonably certain of meeting our targets. 1084 

Q. What is the next blanket? 1085 

A. The next blanket is a circuit improvements program that includes upgrades for lightning 1086 

protection on 34 kV circuits, ITN 6053.  Lightning is the leading cause of weather related 1087 

outages.  We will spend $2.6 million on this program in the first three quarters of 2008.  1088 

Details on this blanket are included in ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.SP-24. 1089 

Q. How does ComEd decide where to invest? 1090 

A. We target 34 kV circuits with high customer interruptions due to lightning. 1091 
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Q. Which circuits will get treatment? 1092 

A. ComEd is working on 11 circuits  in 2008, with a completion date of 6/30/08. 1093 

Q. What is the next blanket? 1094 

A. The next blanket is replacement of distribution mainline cable, both direct buried and 1095 

conduit, ITN 30717.  We will spend $3.7 million on this program in the first three 1096 

quarters of 2008. 1097 

Q. What is the scope of this program? 1098 

A. This program focuses on feeders that have experienced two or more failures caused by 1099 

underground cable or cable accessory failures in a 36-month period.   1100 

Q. What work will ComEd accomplish this year on this blanket? 1101 

A. There are 20 mainline cable segments targeted for replacement in 2008.  The work will 1102 

be finished by May 31.   1103 

Q. What is the status of the blanket? 1104 

A. January performance is ahead of plan by 2 mainline jobs.  Targeted 4 completions, actual 1105 

6 completions.  This is illustrated in the workdown curve for this work: 1106 
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 1107 

Q. What is the next blanket? 1108 

A. The next blanket is distribution cable diagnostics, ITN 5342.  ComEd will invest $0.9 1109 

million in this program in the first three quarters of 2008.  Details on this blanket are 1110 

included in ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.SP-02. 1111 

Q. What is the scope of this blanket? 1112 

A. This program involves the testing, and, if necessary, repair and replacement of cable 1113 

sections.  In this program, we target cable sections that do not meet our traditional 1114 

replacement criteria.  So, for example, we test feeders outside the City of Chicago that 1115 

have had numerous failures, but in different sections.  Or, we test feeders in the City of 1116 

Chicago that are long branched Y-circuits, which make specific problem sections difficult 1117 

to pinpoint. 1118 

Q. What is the plan for replacement? 1119 

A. We will test 40 miles of cable this year, or 90 cable sections.  Based on our experience, 1120 

we will need to replace 4 miles of cable. 1121 
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Q. What is the status of this blanket? 1122 

A. January performance was below target by 4 as compared to a target of 13.  This variance 1123 

was primarily driven by inclement weather days and Chicago mainline failures/operating 1124 

conditions.  A total of 26 VLF tests were rescheduled in January.  Recovery is anticipated 1125 

by the end of March.  The overall workplan for the blanket is shown on the chart below. 1126 

 1127 

Q. What is the next blanket? 1128 

A. The next blanket is the replacement of 138 kV high voltage distribution HPFF joint 1129 

casings, ITN 17765.  We will invest $1.8 million under this blanket in the first three 1130 

quarters of 2008.  Details on this blanket are in ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.SP-12. 1131 

Q. What is the scope of this blanket? 1132 

A. This is the 2008 phase of a multiyear program to replace the splice casings on high 1133 

pressure fluid filled (“HPFF”) underground lines in the City of Chicago. 1134 

Q. Why is this project necessary? 1135 

A. In 2005, we had a splice break on an HPFF near our connection with the Fisk generating 1136 

plant in the City of Chicago.  Because the conduits are pressurized with fluid, the 1137 
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consequences of such a break are serious.  The potential for similar casing failures, 1138 

including the loss of customer load for extended periods, led ComEd to begin this 1139 

multiyear project. 1140 

Q. What has ComEd determined to do? 1141 

A. Following a survey of best practices at six other utilities that have HPFF lines, we 1142 

decided to replace existing fillet welded casings protecting splices with full penetration 1143 

groove-welded casings.  This is the design used successfully by Consolidated Edison in 1144 

New York City. 1145 

Q. What is the plan for 2008? 1146 

A. In Spring, 2008, we will replace the four split sleeve casings on each of lines 15305 and 1147 

15306, two 138 kV lines connecting the Taylor and Sears substations.  To accomplish the 1148 

work, the lines must be temporarily taken out of service.  Therefore, this work needs to 1149 

be completed before the peak summer season. 1150 

Q. What is the next blanket? 1151 

A. The next blanket is Fire Protection West, Fire Wrap Cable Joints, ITN 13488.  We will 1152 

invest $1.9 million under this blanket in the first three quarters of 2008.  Details on this 1153 

blanket are included in ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.SP-07. 1154 

Q. What is the scope of this program? 1155 

A. Some power cables in substations have joints following repairs, and these joints have 1156 

historically been a relatively likely spot for a failure.  These failures typically release 1157 

large amounts of heat, potentially damaging other facilities in the substation.  This 1158 

program identifies these joints, and places a protective wrap on the cables near the joints.  1159 
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We will replace a total of 68 joint wraps in 2008, 51 of which will be in the first three 1160 

quarters of the year. 1161 

Q. How does this compare with previous years? 1162 

A. It’s quite similar.  In 2007, we placed 55 fire wraps by the end of the third quarter.  In 1163 

2006, the first year of this program, we placed 28 wraps by the third quarter, which was 1164 

all of the wraps planned for the year. 1165 

Q. What is the status of the program so far this year? 1166 

A. As of the end of January, a total of seven fire wrap projects were planned and 8 were 1167 

completed.  A total of five fire seal projects were planned and six were completed.  1168 

Additional work performed during the month includes: Isolation Flanges installed at 19 1169 

substations on the fire suppression systems, 27 Substations reviewed to identify location 1170 

of Fire Protection Site boxes, nine substations reviewed for Linear Heat Detection 1171 

systems, three substations walked down for SCADA point upgrades and five stations 1172 

reviewed for CO2 enhancements. 1173 

Below is the workdown curve for our fire protection improvements, of which the 1174 

fire wraps are a part.   1175 
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 1176 

Q. What is the next blanket? 1177 

A. The next one is Regional Reliability Improvements.  These improvements comprise four 1178 

similar blankets, one each for the four regions: Chicago, ITN 30752; North, ITN 30753; 1179 

South, ITN 30754, and West, ITN 29238.  We will spend $1.3 million under the Chicago 1180 

blanket, and a total of $2.4 million on the other three regions combined during the first 1181 

three quarters of 2008. 1182 

Q. What are the regional reliability improvements? 1183 

A. These programs identify improvements that will help both SAIFI and non-SAIFI 1184 

customer satisfaction.  In connection with municipal authorities, we develop and track 1185 

municipal improvement plans, often on a ward-by-ward basis.  Overall, the focus is on 1186 

repeat device outages. 1187 

Q. What is the next blanket? 1188 
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A. The next one is Protection and Control – Obsolete Distribution, ITN 29002.  We will 1189 

invest $1.2 million during the first three quarters of 2008.  Details on this blanket are 1190 

included in ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.SP-28. 1191 

Q. What work is performed under this blanket? 1192 

A. We replace obsolete protection and control equipment on the distribution system.  This 1193 

includes protective relays, SCADA equipment, and communication equipment.  Because 1194 

the funds for this blanket are relatively limited, ComEd targets only equipment with 1195 

identified problems, or obsolete equipment that cannot function with other, more modern 1196 

equipment. 1197 

Q. What is the status of the work? 1198 

A. The following chart shows the identified work, and the status of these items. 1199 

SITE NUMBER T/D TITLE DESCRIPTION PROJECT Work Order Project Status TOTAL Completion Date
Cary TDC 240 D DFP/Tasnet 

Obsolescence 
Upgrade

Upgrade existing obsolete distribution relays 
and SCADA system.  Replace DFP relays with 
standard Comed distribution microprocessor 

07SPS055 5924170 Construction Start: 
4/14/08

122,938.00$       5/20/2008

Matteson TSS127 D TDC B2 Upgrade Tr. 
71&73

Upgrade Transformer reclosing relays to 
microprocessor.

07SPS206 6220260 In Progress  $         51,252.00 3/15/2008

Alsip  TSS 60 D TDC B2 Upgrade 
T71, 72, 73,& 74

Upgrade Transformer reclosing relays to 
microprocessor.

07SPS199 6220257 In Progress 128,820.00$       3/31/2008

Alsip  TSS 60 D Replace Current 
Injection

Upgrade current injection scheme to improve 
the ability to provide enhanced feeder back-up 

07SPS148 5924159 In Progress 98,019.00$         3/31/2008

Clearing TDC550 D TDC B2 Upgrade Tr. 
71&73

Upgrade Transformer reclosing relays to 
microprocessor.

07SPS204 6220125 TR71 - Construction 
Start: 5/27/08 (TR 73 
scheduled in 4th Q)

25,500.00$         6/1/2008

Oak Park TDC505 D TDC B2 Upgrade 
T71, 72, & 73

Upgrade Transformer reclosing relays to 
microprocessor.

07SPS203 6220043 Construction Start: 
5/25/08

72,948.00$         7/5/2008

Bellwood TSS64 D T-BUS Replace microprocessor protective relays on 3 
terminals for improved system monitoring 

bili i

08SPS001 6315241 Construction Start: 
3/10/08

80,180.00$         4/15/2008

 1200 

ii. Unique Projects 1201 

Q. What is the first unique project in this category? 1202 

A. The first unique project is the replacement of 34 kV cables near an airport, ITN 10409.  1203 

Details on this blanket are included in ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.SP-03. 1204 

Q. What is the scope of that project? 1205 
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A. There are four high capacity 34 kV lines that run underground across this airport.  1206 

ComEd determined in 2005 that moisture had entered one of those cables, and since then 1207 

ComEd has undertaken a program of testing, and, if necessary, replacement.   1208 

Q. What capital investments are scheduled for 2008? 1209 

A. One line is scheduled for replacement in the second quarter, 2008.  However, additional 1210 

analysis is underway to determine if full replacement is necessary.  If scope is reduced, 1211 

resources will be reallocated to other investments.  1212 

Q. What is the second unique project? 1213 

A. The second project is the replacement of 34 kV line 10341, ITN 30105. 1214 

Q. What is the scope of this project? 1215 

A. This project is to enhance the reliability of service to our customers in Hinsdale.  The 1216 

overall reliability of Hinsdale is dependent on two 34 kV lines, one of which is 10341.  1217 

The current design does not allow the automatic restoration of all Hinsdale customers; 1218 

about 4,500 customers served from the 34 kV system are vulnerable to outages that 1219 

would require a manual restoration.  So, we are working to automate distribution to all of 1220 

these customers. 1221 

In order to proceed with this project, which involves being able to automatically 1222 

shift loads to different lines, Line 10341 needs to be upgraded.  Line 10341 is undersized 1223 

and annealed.  Accordingly, in 2008 we will replace the conductors on this line. 1224 

Q. What is the schedule for this project? 1225 

A. We will have this line in service before the summer peak, that is, before May 31, 2008. 1226 
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Q. Is there a diagram showing the scope of the project? 1227 

A. Yes, a simplified diagram is included in ComEd Group Ex. 21.App.SP-17. 1228 

Q. What relationship does this project have to the Worst 1% program? 1229 

A. This project is part of that program; however, because of its size and budget, it is treated 1230 

as a unique project. 1231 

6. Non-Operations and Other Plant Addition Categories 1232 

Q. Please describe the non-operations plant additions that ComEd will make during the first 1233 

three quarters of 2008. 1234 

A. ComEd will make plant additions in three general non-operations areas: Customer 1235 

Service, Information Technology, and Real Estate.  These plant additions are each 1236 

reflected in ComEd’s response to JMO 5.01_Attach 3 and in the attachments to ComEd 1237 

Ex. 25. 1238 

a. Customer Service Activities 1239 

Q. What plant is placed in service as a result of Customer Service activities? 1240 

A. The Customer Service investments primarily include the purchase, installation, and 1241 

removal of new meters.  ComEd purchases meters in order to satisfy needs for new 1242 

services, regulatory requirements, exchanges, and replacements.  ComEd assigns all work 1243 

relating to meter installation to a blanket program because it involves highly repetitive, 1244 

relatively inexpensive work on a per-work order basis.  1245 

Q. How much plant does ComEd expect that it will place into service as a result of the 1246 

purchase and installation of meters for the first three quarters of 2008? 1247 

A. ComEd expects to place into service $14.3 million of plant by September 30, 2008.   1248 
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Q. How much has ComEd spent on this blanket program in the first two months of 2008? 1249 

A. ComEd has spent $4.1 million in January and February 2008. 1250 

Q. Is it reasonably certain that ComEd will place in service the difference between its 1251 

requested pro forma adjustment and what it has already placed in service by the third 1252 

quarter of 2008? 1253 

A. Yes.  While the exact number of meters may fluctuate from month to month, this is a 1254 

routine, core part of the work that we do every month.  The budget and work plan also 1255 

includes non-discretionary work requirements, such as meter exchanges for commercial 1256 

customers, so that work is reasonably certain to be completed on schedule.   1257 

b. Information Technology Activities 1258 

Q. What plant is placed in service as a result of Information Technology (“IT”) activities? 1259 

A. IT activities constitute several unique projects and blanket programs that have been 1260 

developed to update ComEd’s IT systems and provide enhanced services to our 1261 

customers.  These activities were identified on Page 3 of ComEd’s response to Data 1262 

Request JMO 5.01_Attach 3, and are also reflected in the attachments to ComEd Ex. 25. 1263 

Q. How much plant does ComEd expect that it will place into service as a result of 1264 

Information Technology Activities in the first three quarters of 2008? 1265 

A. ComEd expects to place into service $33.3 million of plant by September 30, 2008.   1266 

Q. What are some of the unique projects in the IT area? 1267 

A. The largest is our Mobile Dispatch project, which has been described at length in the 1268 

direct testimony of Mr. George Williams (ComEd Ex. 4.0) and in ComEd’s responses to 1269 

data requests.  Other unique projects include instituting CIMS upgrades to handle the 1270 
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anticipated increase in hourly meter data as a result of the Competitive Declaration, and 1271 

to upgrade computer systems to account for future power procurement.   1272 

Q. What are the blanket programs for which ComEd which ComEd expects to result in plant 1273 

additions during the first three quarters of 2008? 1274 

A. The largest blanket program is entitled “BSG IT Projects to CED cap.”  This blanket is 1275 

used to track annual enterprise-wide IT projects that are not yet been individually 1276 

managed.  As unique projects are approved and planned more closely to the time they are 1277 

implemented, money is transferred from the blanket account and reassigned to individual 1278 

projects.  “PC Refresh” is another blanket program that consists of methodically 1279 

replacing obsolete personal computers with new models.   1280 

c. Real Estate Activities 1281 

Q. What plant is placed in service as a result of Real Estate activities? 1282 

A. Real estate activities relate to expenditures on real property owned by ComEd, such as 1283 

repaving lots, replacing roofs, installing fire alarms, purchasing easements, and updating 1284 

lighting.  Data for these projects were provided on page 5 of JMO 5.01_Attach 3, and 1285 

they are also reflected in the attachments to ComEd Ex. 25.   1286 

Q. How much does ComEd expect real estate activities to increase its plant in service by the 1287 

end of the third quarter of 2008? 1288 

A. ComEd expects to invest approximately $11.7 million in Real Estate activities that will 1289 

add to plant in service by the end of the third quarter of 2008. 1290 

Q. Can you provide some examples of some of the larger unique Real Estate projects? 1291 
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A. Yes.  One of the larger unique projects is for the electrical system upgrade of one of our 1292 

own systems operations control centers. 1293 

Q. Are there any blanket programs in the Real Estate pro forma adjustment? 1294 

A. No, there are not. 1295 

Q. Do you have any proof to show that the Real Estate projects are reasonably certain to be 1296 

in service by the third quarter of 2008? 1297 

A. Yes.  All real estate work is scheduled in advance to make sure that there is a proper 1298 

allocation of budget and labor.  While the exact list of the projects may change as we 1299 

reprioritize our work throughout the year, the 2008 Real Estate work plan and budget 1300 

provide reasonable certainty that the Real Estate projects in the pro forma request will be 1301 

in service by the third quarter.   1302 

d. Financial Blankets 1303 

Q. Are there other budget categories ComEd uses to track its investments? 1304 

A. Yes.  We use financial budgeting blankets that apply to various categories of investment. 1305 

Q. Please explain the group of blankets that track distribution transformers. 1306 

A. ComEd has tens of thousands of local distribution transformers.  When one of these 1307 

pieces of equipment fail, it needs to be replaced immediately.  It would be bad utility 1308 

practice to wait until a transformer is needed before it was ordered.  Also, a major event 1309 

such as a severe thunderstorm or a heat wave may cause us to replace a lot of 1310 

transformers in a short period of time.  We therefore maintain a reasonable inventory of 1311 

these transformers at various locations in our service territory, so they are readily 1312 

available. 1313 
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Q. Why are these transformers budgeted in blankets? 1314 

A. It would be very time consuming, difficult, and inefficient for us to try to budget the 1315 

number of transformers needed for every project and every blanket.  There are just too 1316 

many for this to make sense.  Accordingly, we budget the transformers at a higher level, 1317 

targeting the number for each of the five categories. 1318 

Q. How, then, do the engineers budget for distribution transformers they expect to use 1319 

during the course of a project, or for a blanket during the course of a year? 1320 

A. In the blankets and unique projects themselves, distribution transformers are budgeted at 1321 

zero dollars.  This avoids any potential double counting in the budget categories. 1322 

Q. What will ComEd invest in new distribution transformers in the first three quarters of 1323 

2008? 1324 

A. By categories, this investment is as follows: 1325 

Q. What are the budget blankets called “Direct Support”? 1326 

A. Direct Support refers to the ComEd engineers who bill time to individual projects.  For 1327 

many of the engineers, it would be difficult and time consuming to actually budget 1328 

particular hours of engineering support.  We therefore budget this support by category, as 1329 

opposed to budgeting it for each unique project or blanket.  Rather than try to develop a 1330 

bottom-up budget for this engineering time, sometimes done in small increments of 20 1331 

minutes here or there, it works better to take a broader view, based on historical data and 1332 

trends, to estimate this total support for the category. 1333 

Q. What happens then as the work progresses? 1334 

A. The engineers bill their time to the projects on which they actually work. 1335 
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Q. What are the levels of Direct Support for the five categories? 1336 

A. Direct Support in each of the five categories is as follows: 1337 

Capacity Expansion $4.5 million
Corrective Maintenance $1.9 million
System Performance $3.0 millions
Facility Relocation $3.4 million
New Business $0.2 million
Total $13.0 million

Direct Support

 1338 

Q. What are the budget blankets for AFUDC? 1339 

A. We begin to accrue AFUDC, which is basically capitalized interest, for projects that are 1340 

open for over 60 days.  It is next to impossible to build this into the budgets for all the 1341 

various projects in a category, because it is so hard for us to tell exactly which projects 1342 

will be open for over 60 days.  So, like the budge blankets described above, we use our 1343 

experience in past years to determine an appropriate level of AFUDC that we will 1344 

experience, category by category. 1345 

Q. What are the levels of AFUDC that will accrue during the first three quarters of 2008? 1346 

A. AFUDC will accrue in each of the five categories is as follows: 1347 
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Capacity Expansion $4.5 million
Corrective Maintenance —

System Performance $1.6 million
Facility Relocation $0.6 million
New Business $0.8 million

Total $7.5 million

AFUDC

 1348 

E. Mr. Effron’s Proposal Concerning Pro Forma Plant in Service  1349 

Q. Mr. Effron recommends that ComEd be limited to pro forma additions in the amount of 1350 

75% of its 2007 plant additions.  Should his position be accepted? 1351 

A. No.  Mr. Effron’s position accepts the fact that ComEd will certainly make significant 1352 

capital additions in the first three quarters of 2008.  Were there no better evidence, his 1353 

forecast might be acceptable.  However, here, the Commission has a forecast of ComEd’s 1354 

actual 2008 plant additions based on actual data concerning the investment projects and 1355 

blankets that will be in service during that period.  The Commission should accept that 1356 

data over Mr. Effron’s approximation. 1357 

Q. Is there any other reason to accept ComEd’s projection over Mr. Effron’s estimate? 1358 

A. Yes.  Two features of Mr. Effron’s estimate make it understate the correct level of plant 1359 

investments that will occur.  First, ComEd’s plant investment will be greater in 2008 than 1360 

in 2007, so an annualized 2007 number will understate 2008 investments.  Second, the 1361 

pro forma period includes the first three quarters of 2008.  Because Mr. Effron’s 1362 

adjustment is based on an annualized average rate of plant additions, it will understate 1363 

action plant investment for this reason as well.   1364 
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F. Conclusion and Recommendation Concerning Pro Forma Adjustment 1365 

Q. After reviewing the testimony of Mr. Griffin and Mr. Effron, do you have a professional 1366 

opinion concerning the projected distribution capital additions on which ComEd’s pro 1367 

forma adjustment is based? 1368 

A. Yes.  In the first three quarters of 2008, ComEd is reasonably certain to make distribution 1369 

capital additions in the amount forecast.  ComEd’s forecast of plant additions, reflected in 1370 

ComEd Ex. 21.1, shows the specific investments that are reasonably certain to be made.  1371 

The amount of the adjustment to rate base required to reflect this investment is also 1372 

determinable based on the cost data reflected in same forecast.  By contrast, there has 1373 

been no evidence submitted that any material proportion of the investments that ComEd 1374 

planners, project managers, and management have scheduled to be placed in service by 1375 

September 2008 will fail to be placed in service at that time, or will be placed into service 1376 

at a materially different cost.   1377 

III. Operational Issues Concerning Certain “Smart Grid” SMPs 1378 

Q. What is the scope of your rebuttal testimony on SMPs? 1379 

A. I respond to the Staff and Intervenor testimony which argues that the proposed the 1380 

distribution automation and SCADA SMPs are vague and should not be approved by the 1381 

Commission under Rider SMP.  I conclude that these proposed SMPs are both adequately 1382 

documented and satisfy the first five system modernization criteria set forth in the 1383 

Peoples Order.  Furthermore, I conclude that the  SMPs are true Smart Grid projects and 1384 

should be included among the SMP projects.  The other three SMPs will be addressed by 1385 

Ms. Clair, and Mr. Crumrine and others address other aspects of the SMP issues. 1386 
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A. General Staff and Intervenor Positions 1387 

Q. Several witnesses, including Staff witness Mr. Linkenback (Staff Ex. 12.0, lines 191-199) 1388 

and AG/CUB witness Mr. Brosch (AG/CUB Ex. MLB-3.0, pp. 12-14), emphasize the 1389 

importance of ComEd providing detailed evidence concerning the SMP’s design, 1390 

benefits, and costs.  (See also, Staff Ex. 13.0, lines 113-114, 153-158; AG Ex. PJL-4.0, 1391 

lines 62-71; IIEC Ex. 4.0, lines 20-26; CUB Ex. 2.0, lines 34-36; BOMA Ex. 3.0, lines 1392 

52-59)  Is ComEd able to provide this information concerning the SMPs it proposes be 1393 

approved? 1394 

A. Yes.  As we move closer to the time of proposed implementation, additional information 1395 

becomes available about technologies, products, and their costs.  This allows us to 1396 

develop the SMPs’ implementation plans and business cases in more detail.  Ms. Clair 1397 

and I will provide additional information that is now available.  That information, 1398 

together with the information in our prior testimony, provides the Commission and the 1399 

parties not only with a scope for each project, but an understanding of what the SMP can 1400 

be expected to achieve for ComEd and customers and what it will cost.   1401 

Q. Did the Commission in the Peoples Order state the types of information that it wished to 1402 

see before approving a proposed infrastructure investment rider? 1403 

A. Yes, as I understand it, the Commission sought several types of information about the 1404 

projects themselves3:  1405 

• a detailed description and cost analysis of the proposed system modernization;   1406 

                                                 
3 Docket Nos. 07-0241/07-0242 (Cons.), Final Order (February 5, 2008), p. 162.  The Commission 

also asked two questions about the rate recovery mechanism that are outside of the scope of my testimony 
and Ms. Clair’s.  These questions are addressed by Dr. Tierney and Messrs. Mitchell, McDonald, and 
Crumrine. 
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• an identification and evaluation of the range of technology options considered and 1407 
analysis and justification of the proposed technology approach;  1408 

• a detailed identification and description of the functionalities of the new system, 1409 
related both to system operation as well as on the customer side of the meter, as well 1410 
as an identification and justification of functionalities foregone;  1411 

• analysis of the benefits of the system modernization, both to system operation as well 1412 
as to customers;  1413 

• the identified benefits should include reductions in system costs as well as an analysis 1414 
of the range and benefits of potential new products and services for customers made 1415 
possible by the system modernization. 1416 

The Peoples Order is discussed in greater detail in Mr. Crumrine’s rebuttal testimony. 1417 

Q. Has ComEd provided information for the SMPs analogous to that sought by the 1418 

Commission in the recent Peoples Order? 1419 

A. Yes, including the detail provided in our testimony and exhibits thereto, I believe we 1420 

have.   1421 

Q. Some witnesses, such as AARP witness Mr. Smith (AARP Ex. 1.0, p. 7), CUB witness 1422 

Mr. Cohen (CUB Ex. 3.0, lines 30-31), Staff witness Mr. Linkenback (Staff Ex. 12.0, 1423 

lines 405-406), Staff witness Mr. Stoller (Staff Ex. 13.0, lines 158-161), AG/CUB 1424 

witness Mr. Brosch (AG/CUB Ex. MLB-3.0, pp. 1214), and AG witness Mr. Lanzalotta 1425 

(AG Exhibit PJL-4.0, lines 55-71) argue the ComEd SMP proposals are deficient because 1426 

a cost-benefit analysis was not provided.  Are they correct? 1427 

A. No.  ComEd has described each SMP in some detail and provided substantial additional 1428 

details in discovery.  Ms. Clair and I provide additional detail in this testimony in 1429 

response to intervenor comments, Staff requests, and the Commission’s stated desires.  1430 

Moreover, ComEd has estimated the costs of each of these investments.  It is true that 1431 

these estimates have evolved – and will continue to some degree to evolve – as time 1432 
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passes.  That is the nature of project planning and is especially true here where it would 1433 

have been inappropriate for ComEd to develop detailed, final business plans prior to 1434 

filing our rate case, more than a year in advance of when we would be called upon to 1435 

even begin execute them.  Nonetheless, the data ComEd has provided and provides with 1436 

this testimony include costs estimates that are sound.  Our submissions also contain 1437 

significant detail concerning the benefits customers will achieve.   1438 

Q. Is it appropriate, from an operational perspective, to require that all benefits of an SMP 1439 

be reduced to dollars in order to be compared to project costs? 1440 

A. No.  Many operational decisions properly are made by utilities without demanding that 1441 

all customer or utility benefits be reduced to dollar values and weighed in a formal cost-1442 

benefit analysis.  Likewise, both by the Commission and its Staff make recommendations 1443 

and decisions concerning utility operations without reducing all benefits to dollar values.  1444 

For example, advanced relays can help improve public safety, a benefit we do not put a 1445 

dollar value on.  That does not mean that cost-benefit studies do not have their place – 1446 

they do – or that, where practical, quantifiable benefits should not be a goal – they 1447 

should.  But, we should not insist on a level of analysis that can paralyze decision-making 1448 

and delay, perhaps for years, the implementation of projects that are clearly beneficial. 1449 

Q. Other witnesses such as AG witness Mr. Lanzalotta (AG Ex. PJL-4.0, pp. 12-26) and 1450 

Staff witness Mr. Linkenback (Staff Ex. 12.0, lines 203-422) criticize the SMPs generally 1451 

by claiming that ComEd has not provided enough operation detail.  Are they correct? 1452 

A. No.  The testimony and attachments ComEd has submitted provide sufficient operational 1453 

detail for the Commission to make a sound and informed decision concerning the SMPs.  1454 
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Other aspects of Rider SMP (e.g., ratemaking issues and non-operational benefits) are 1455 

discussed by other witnesses, such as Dr. George and Mr. Crumrine.  In toto, we have 1456 

provided the same types of information sought by the Commission in the Peoples case.  1457 

Hopefully, with the additional detail we provide in this testimony, these witnesses will be 1458 

satisfied. 1459 

Of course, it is possible that some parties may continue to press for ever greater 1460 

levels of detail.  No one can prevent their asking for a level of detail that is not practical 1461 

to provide in advance of actual program implementation, or that is beyond that required 1462 

for reasonable decision-making.  The Commission should reject the invitation to be 1463 

paralyzed by the desire for more data prior to approving the Rider.  Particularly with 1464 

projects such as the SMPs, where technology is advancing rapidly and new products can 1465 

become available on short development cycles (a fact several intervenor witnesses also 1466 

note), the details of project implementation may appropriately and can optimally evolve 1467 

up to – and in some cases during – implementation.  A utility must make management 1468 

decisions under varying levels of uncertainty every day and it is not unreasonable or 1469 

imprudent for it to do so.  Indeed, in some circumstances, failing to act simply because all 1470 

benefits and costs cannot be fully anticipated and quantified in advance would itself be 1471 

unreasonable. 1472 

Q. Does the fact that some implementation details of SMP cannot be locked down months in 1473 

advance mean that an SMP should not be approved? 1474 

A. No.  While reasonable forecasts can be made, requiring ComEd to “set in stone” all 1475 

details of an SMP, including for example the specific equipment to be employed, the 1476 
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intra-project timeline, and the vendor selections, is neither practical nor in customers’ 1477 

interests. 1478 

Q. Dr. Kiesling claims that ComEd’s proposal does not articulate an implementation-ready 1479 

Smart Grid business strategy, without which ComEd cannot assure the Commission that 1480 

its smart grid investments will not become obsolete, or that they will be interoperable.  1481 

(CUB Ex. 2.0, lines 29-33)  Is this claim a correct criticism of ComEd’s proposal from an 1482 

operational perspective? 1483 

A. No.  Dr. Kiesling articulates worthy goals that ComEd shares, but she criticizes an 1484 

argument ComEd did not make and reaches an incorrect technical conclusion about the 1485 

specific SMPs that ComEd proposes.  ComEd’s proposal was never intended to be a 1486 

complete and final Smart Grid business strategy; it is intended to be a means to begin 1487 

implementing technologies that are necessary for a Smart Grid and that are clearly 1488 

beneficial now.  From an operational perspective, no one now knows enough to predict 1489 

the “perfect” path for Smart Grid deployment over the next ten or twenty years, just as no 1490 

one could have predicted with certainty 15 years ago what technologies would be used by 1491 

today’s cell phones, computers and data communications devices.  Where Dr. Kiesling’s 1492 

comment is wrong is that an “implementation-ready plan” does not protect us best against 1493 

obsolescence.  What actually minimizes our risk is selecting initial technologies that 1494 

support interoperability and adopting a nimble iterative process that allows us to adapt as 1495 

technology inevitably changes.  ComEd has done that.  ComEd supports interoperable 1496 

technologies that minimize risk of obsolescence, and Rider SMP is designed, from an 1497 

operational perspective, to keep us nimble as technology develops.   1498 
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Q. AG/CUB witness Brosch claims that the SMPs simply represent replacement of older 1499 

technology with current state of the art equipment and automation.  (AG/CUB Ex. MLB-1500 

3.0, pp. 5-6)  Is he right? 1501 

A. Not in any meaningful sense.  The hallmark of the SMP projects is that they propose to 1502 

install advanced technologies on our distribution system.  Moreover, they all propose 1503 

technologies that either use or implement important features of a Smart Grid.  Of course, 1504 

some of the equipment supplants earlier, older technology equipment.  That does not 1505 

mean, however, that ComEd’s deployment of these technologies, especially at the 1506 

accelerated rate which ComEd proposes, is routine.  Indeed, other intervenor witnesses 1507 

like Dr. Kiesling point out how revolutionary some of that technology truly is.   1508 

Q. Staff witness Mr. Luth claims that new equipment meeting current standards or practices 1509 

should be an improvement over used equipment and add features or enhanced capabilities 1510 

not provided by older equipment.  Mr. Luth states that “[t]he more costly SMPs that 1511 

ComEd would propose for recovery … theoretically provide desirable benefits not 1512 

otherwise available through the installation of … components meeting current standards 1513 

or practices, resulting in enhanced capability and functionality of ComEd’s distribution 1514 

grid..”  (Staff Ex. 11.0, lines 90-95; 108-116)  Do you agree? 1515 

A. In general, yes.  The purpose of Rider SMP is to modernize the system, and all of the 1516 

SMPs help do that.  I caution, however, that “new” equipment in this sense does not 1517 

necessarily mean “untried.”  Moreover, it is appropriate and beneficial for ComEd to seek 1518 

approval of an SMP that would allow it to accelerate the deployment of new and tried 1519 

technology. 1520 
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Q. At the same time, Mr. Luth claims that ComEd would not face financial difficulty if it 1521 

installed new SMP equipment that was no more expensive than equipment which meets 1522 

today’s basic standards and add the cost to rate base at the time of its next general rate 1523 

case.  (Staff Ex. 11.0, lines 117-131)  Understanding that you are not the financial 1524 

witness, do you agree from an operational perspective? 1525 

A. Mr. Luth’s statement over-simplifies the problem by ignoring the technological and 1526 

investment requirements that are required to deliver the benefits that the SMPs offer.  To 1527 

obtain the benefits of these technologies, new equipment is required.  One simply cannot, 1528 

for example, gain the benefits of automatic line reconfiguration using technology that 1529 

costs no more to install than manual switches.  Moreover, although Mr. McDonald is the 1530 

expert, I know from my experience that even installing like-for-like replacement parts 1531 

can create financial difficulties when the rate at which the equipment must be installed 1532 

accelerates.  One reason for implementing certain SMPs now is that we are in a period of 1533 

rising investment.  Letting this opportunity slip away by making only like-for-like 1534 

replacements will simply leave us with an ever larger installed base of equipment that is 1535 

less capable that will need to be replaced to implement a Smart Grid.   1536 

Q. Some witnesses such as AG/CUB witness Mr. Brosch (AG/CUB Ex. MLB-3.0, pp. 3-4), 1537 

and Metra/CTA witness Mr. Bachman (Metra/CTA Joint Ex. 2.0, p. 3) also suggest that 1538 

SMP projects are no different than the technological upgrades that have occurred through 1539 

upgrades and multiple vintages of equipment.  Is this correct? 1540 

A. Almost by definition, implementing a Smart Grid requires dramatic new technologies and 1541 

it delivers dramatic new functionalities.  These technologies are more than just routine 1542 

upgrades or improvement to part ComEd technologies.  In sum, a Smart Grid uses digital 1543 
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technology to replace manual and human-intervention driven actions informed by data 1544 

that often lags reality with automated, automatic, and near real-time data collection and 1545 

action.  That is no more “incremental” than is a personal computer an incremental 1546 

improvement over an adding machine, pencil, and notepad.  While the process may take 1547 

years, it is a qualitative change, not an incremental improvement.   1548 

Q. Several witnesses – including AG-CUB witness Brosch (AG/CUB Ex. MLB-4.0, pp. 16-1549 

17), Nucor witness Mr. Goins (Nucor Ex. 1.0, pp. 12-14), Staff witness Luth (Staff Ex. 1550 

11.0, lines 201-206), IIEC witness Stephens (IIEC 1.0, lines 659-665) and CUB witness 1551 

Mr. Cohen (CUB Ex. 3.0, lines 88-99) suggest that, by allowing ComEd to recover its 1552 

capital costs pending its next rate case, Rider SMP will weaken or eliminate ComEd’s 1553 

incentive to implement SMPs efficiently.  Is this correct? 1554 

A. Absolutely not.  First we need to be clear: ComEd’s direction to its personnel will be to 1555 

implement these projects as efficiently as effectively as possible and our planning and 1556 

operations groups will make every effort to do just that.   1557 

But, that fact aside, the prospect of being allowed to recover capital costs in the 1558 

interim between rate cases – which is only a fraction of the total investment cost – hardly 1559 

destroys our incentive to be efficient, let alone creating an incentive to be inefficient.  1560 

When ComEd makes an investment, those funds are spent immediately; we only recover 1561 

our return over a very long time.  It would be a foolish strategy for ComEd to recklessly 1562 

or deliberately overspend in the hope of gaining a small and temporary slice of increased 1563 

return until the next rate case, at the risk of disallowance.  As I understand our proposal, 1564 

ComEd’s investment spending remains subject to Commission reasonableness review in 1565 

an annual proceeding.  On top of that, ComEd would have to consider the fallout and 1566 
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impact on future rate cases and operational oversight should we slack off in our efforts to 1567 

implement projects effectively and efficiently.   1568 

In short, to me – as a senior executive to whom groups that will be responsible for 1569 

implementing many of the SMPs report – it is clear that Rider SMP creates no incentive 1570 

for ComEd to be sloppy, wasteful, or inefficient.   1571 

Q. Kroger witness Mr. Higgins argues that “[i]f Rider SMP is adopted, and if there are 1572 

projects which are construed to be of ‘higher priority’ which ought to be funded, but 1573 

which are not being funded due to capital constraints, then it seems it would be a 1574 

misallocation of resources to ensure funding through Rider SMP of projects that (by 1575 

definition) are of lower priority.” (Kroger Ex. 1.0, p. 6; see also IIEC Ex. 1.0, lines 565-1576 

569)  Is he correct? 1577 

A. No.  As I stated in my direct testimony, Rider SMP provides a unique opportunity to 1578 

begin to deploy advanced technologies that can revolutionize the capabilities of ComEd’s 1579 

distribution system.  The very idea of Rider SMP is to fund these projects without 1580 

affecting ComEd’s capital budgeting process as it relates to those improvements needed 1581 

to provide safe, adequate, and reliable service.  Moreover, as we have repeatedly said, we 1582 

cannot undertake the SMPs if we do not also have funding sufficient for the basic work.  1583 

Thus, these concerns are misplaced.  If anything, they illustrate why Rider SMP should 1584 

be approved. 1585 

Q. CUB witness Mr. Cohen also claims that Rider SMP should be rejected in part because it 1586 

is a “self-serving proposal” that is not “a true smart grid.”  (CUB Ex. 3.0, line 30)  Is he 1587 

correct? 1588 
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A. No, he is not.  Rider SMP is not intended to itself implement a fully functional Smart 1589 

Grid, but that is no reason to reject it.  Rather Rider SMP is intended to allow ComEd to 1590 

deploy technologies that are important features of a Smart Grid, including core 1591 

technologies like AMI without which further Smart Grid development will be stunted 1592 

while recovering its costs of doing so in a Commission-approved way.  As a result, 1593 

northern Illinois will be able to begin moving toward a Smart Grid now rather than much 1594 

later.  Moreover, as a result of the specific SMPs ComEd proposes, customers will reap 1595 

gains in improved reliability, environmental benefits, cost-saving opportunities, and 1596 

enhanced choice.  Only by ignoring those benefits and disparaging ComEd’s right to 1597 

recover its reasonable costs of delivering those benefits to customers could Rider SMP be 1598 

dismissed as “self-serving.” 1599 

Q. Mr. Lanzalotta claims that while distribution automation and other Smart Grid projects 1600 

can help address reliability concerns under many conditions, they cannot postpone 1601 

forever the need to replace old distribution system equipment (AG Ex. PJL-4.0, lines 1602 

469-479) and urges that ComEd direct its attention there.  Does Mr. Lanzalotta thereby 1603 

offer any reasoned basis to reject Rider SMP or any of the proposed SMPs? 1604 

A. No.  First off, Mr. Lanzalotta offers no evidence that ComEd, at present, has a 1605 

distribution reliability problem resulting from aged equipment or that its preventive 1606 

maintenance program is in any way deficient.  But, even if either of those things were 1607 

true – and they are not – the implication would not be that the Rider or any SMP under it 1608 

should be rejected.  Rather, the implication would be that ComEd should invest more in 1609 

replacement equipment and undertake more preventive maintenance.  The SMPs would 1610 

remain beneficial regardless and approving them would benefit customers.  1611 
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Q. Other witnesses suggest that Rider SMP does not adequately limit SMPs to projects as 1612 

those that are beyond basic service obligations (see CUB Ex. 3.0, lines 113-125; Staff Ex. 1613 

11.0, lines 67-80; REACT Ex. 4.0, lines 362-367), and that SMPs should be limited to 1614 

AMI and demand response technologies (BOMA/Chicago Ex. 3.0, lines 54-59; CNE Ex. 1615 

1.0, lines 268-269).  Is this correct from an operational perspective? 1616 

A. No, for two distinct reasons.  First, such a limitation would deprive customers of the real 1617 

benefits of the other SMPs that would fail this test.  I discuss these SMPs and their real 1618 

benefits below, as does Dr. George.  Second, there is no reason to limit SMPs to only 1619 

AMI and demand response programs if other beneficial system improvements can be 1620 

made through new technologies.  Technologies like Smart Grid technologies that enhance 1621 

the system and adds functionality that otherwise would not be eligible for Rider SMP. 1622 

Q. AG witness Mr. Lanzalotta argues that ComEd has not demonstrated that reliability of the 1623 

its delivery system needs to be significantly increased above current levels.  (AG Ex. 1624 

PJL-4.0, lines 216-225)  How do you respond? 1625 

A. The basis of ComEd’s SMP proposal is not that the reliability of ComEd’s system is 1626 

deficient.  It is sufficient to meet our minimum obligations to provide delivery services.  1627 

The reason to adopt these SMPs is because customers can gain added benefits.  Those 1628 

benefits include, but are not limited to increased reliability, and are substantial. 1629 

Q. Finally, CUB witness Mr. Cohen (CUB Ex. 3.0, line 31) criticizes Rider SMP for not 1630 

being in the best interest of consumers.  Is he correct? 1631 

A. No.  ComEd has submitted incontrovertible proof that the proposed technologies will 1632 

benefit customers through increased reliability, a better environment, improved ability to 1633 
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manage energy use, and cost savings.  Customers, such as METRA, recognize that 1634 

system modernization projects “appear worthwhile … [and] … should be pursued by any 1635 

utility since they appear to offer the potential for electric system reliability improvement 1636 

and possible cost savings for the utility and its customers.”  (Metra/CTA Joint Ex. 2.0, 1637 

lines 17-19)  In addition, Constellation NewEnergy, a major competitive retail supplier, 1638 

agrees with ComEd that the deployment of ‘advanced technologies that can revolutionize 1639 

the capabilities of ComEd’s distribution system.’  (CNE Ex. 1.0, lines 60-61)  These 1640 

benefits can be achieved, as Mr. Crumrine testifies, at a modest cost.  If Mr. Cohen’s 1641 

belief is that the SMPs are not in the best interests of customers, that conclusion is both 1642 

unsubstantiated and wrong.   1643 

If Mr. Cohen instead believes that the SMPs may be desirable, but that ComEd 1644 

should simply be denied recovery of their costs between rate cases, that belief is 1645 

addressed by other witnesses.  But, I do note that other witnesses and I have explained 1646 

why ComEd cannot undertake SMP investment programs without a structure like Rider 1647 

SMP.  The Commission should take this opportunity to provide customers the benefits 1648 

the SMPs can deliver. 1649 

B. Benefits of Specific SMP Proposals 1650 

1. Automatic Switches and Reclosers 1651 

Q. Please turn first to the Automatic Switches and Reclosers project.  Has ComEd described 1652 

this proposed SMP? 1653 

A. Yes.  The Automatic Switches and Recloser project involves essentially the installation 1654 

of automated reclosers on 12 kV distribution lines.  The objective of the project is to 1655 
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allow, in the event of a permanent fault, service to customers located on non-faulted 1656 

sections of the distribution lines to be restored within seconds. 1657 

Q. Can you provide a more detailed operational description of the project? 1658 

A. As of the 4th quarter of 2008, we estimate that approximately 475 of ComEd’s 12 kV 1659 

distribution lines will have automated reclosers of some type of vintage installed.  1660 

Assuming that the Commission approves Rider SMP and this project, the number of lines 1661 

with automated reclosers will increase to a total of 1,275 lines by the year 2013.  Lines 1662 

with loop schemes will have more than one device installed. 1663 

Q. How will the new devices be configured? 1664 

A. There are three possible standard schemes of automated reclosers that may be deployed 1665 

based upon the loading, system configuration, number of customers affected, reliability 1666 

performance and expected benefit on the impacted distribution lines.  These standard 1667 

schemes are:  1668 

• Installation of a single recloser near the mid-point of the distribution line; 1669 

• A half loop scheme consisting of a single recloser near the mid-point of the 1670 

distribution line and an automated tie recloser to an adjacent distribution line; and 1671 

• A full loop scheme consisting of two distribution lines each with a recloser located 1672 

near the mid-point of the line and an automated tie recloser between the two lines.   1673 

Q. How do the devices operate in the first standard scheme? 1674 

A. Under the first scheme, where we install a recloser near the mid-point of the distribution 1675 

line, there are two possible operating scenarios depending on where a fault occurs.  If the 1676 

fault occurs in the section of line after the recloser, the substation circuit breaker will 1677 
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remain closed when the fault occurs, while the recloser will attempt to clear the fault by 1678 

re-energizing the line twice.  For the first reclose attempt, the recloser will de-energize 1679 

and wait two seconds before closing to re-energize the line.  If the fault persists, the 1680 

recloser will open once again to de-energize the line.  For the second reclose attempt, the 1681 

recloser will wait thirty seconds before closing to re-energize the line.  If the fault is still 1682 

present, the recloser will open once again to de-energize the line and will lock open from 1683 

this point forward.  At this point, a ComEd crew would need to be sent to determine the 1684 

nature of the fault.  Throughout this entire sequence, however, all of the customers taking 1685 

service from the first half of the line remain in service.   1686 

The second operating scenario under the first scheme is for a fault that occurs 1687 

between the substation circuit breaker and the recloser.  In this case the substation circuit 1688 

breaker would follow the same reclosing attempts as described above for the recloser, 1689 

with the only difference being that all customers on the line would be momentarily 1690 

interrupted during the reclosing attempts.   1691 

Q. How do the devices operate in the other two schemes? 1692 

A. In each of the other two schemes, the operation becomes more complex simply because 1693 

more devices are required to work together in a coordinated manner.  Generally, the 1694 

operation of the reclosers near the mid-point of the line is similar to that described for the 1695 

first scheme.  However, with the addition of the automated tie recloser between adjacent 1696 

12 kV lines, the second half of the affected line can typically be re-energized when a fault 1697 

is located in the section of line between the substation and the recloser.  I have included 1698 

schematics for each of the schemes and operation sequence below. 1699 
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Scheme 1 - Automated recloser near mid-point 1700 
Note : The automated recloser is denoted as MCR (Mid-Circuit Recloser) 1701 

fdr 1
Sta 1 MCR

CB x
FAULT - A

x
FAULT - B

Figure 1 - Single MCR Scheme  1702 

Configuration:  1703 
• Circuit Breaker (or Power Recloser) at Station 1 for Feeder 1.  1704 
• Normally Closed Mid-Circuit Recloser on Feeder 1. 1705 

Operation: MCR Only Scheme.  1706 
• Sta1 CB trips for faults upstream of the MCR (Fault – A) or upon failure of MCR 1707 

to trip for faults downstream of the MCR (Fault – B)  1708 
• MCR trips for faults downstream of the MCR (Fault – B) only 1709 

Operation Sequence: 1710 

For a fault at location A For a fault at location B 
Time Action Time Action 
0s CB Trip 0s CB remains closed 
2s CB reclose 0s MCR trips 
30s CB reclose 2s MCR reclose 
30+s CB trip/lockout 2+s MCR trips 
  30s MCR reclose 
  

 

30+s MCR trip/lockout 
Note: If the fault clears during the device reclose sequence,  
then the device, CB or MCR, remains closed. 
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Scheme 2 - Automated recloser near mid-point plus tie recloser (Half Loop) 1711 
Note : The automated recloser is denoted as MCR (Mid-Circuit Recloser) 1712 

fdr 1

TIE

Sta 1

CB

Sta 2
fdr 2

MCR

CB x
FAULT - A

x
FAULT - B

Figure 2- Half  Loop Scheme 
 1713 

Configuration:  1714 
• Circuit Breaker (or Power Recloser) at Station 1 for Feeder 1.  1715 
• Normally Closed Mid-Circuit Recloser on Feeder 1. 1716 
• Normally Open Tie Recloser between Feeder 1 and Feeder 2. 1717 

Operation: Half Loop Scheme.  1718 
• Sta1 CB trips for faults upstream of the MCR (Fault – A) or upon failure of MCR 1719 

to trip for faults downstream of the MCR (Fault – B)  1720 
• MCR trips for faults downstream of the MCR (Fault – B) only 1721 
• MCR opens after a time delay for a loss of voltage on Fdr 1. 1722 
• Tie device will close after a time delay on the loss of voltage on Fdr1 only. 1723 

Operation Sequence: 1724 

For a fault at location A For a fault at location B 
Time Action Time Action 
0s CB Trip 0s CB remains closed 
2s CB reclose 0s MCR trips 
30s CB reclose 2s MCR reclose 
30+s CB trip/lockout 2+s MCR trips 
45s MCR open 30s MCR reclose 
60s TIE closes 30+s MCR trip/lockout 
  60s TIE closes 
  

 

60+s TIE trip/lockout 
Note: If the fault clears during the device reclose sequence,  
then the device, CB, MCR or TIE, remains closed. 
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Scheme 3 - Automated recloser near mid-point on  1725 
2 lines plus tie recloser (Full loop) 1726 

Note : The automated recloser is denoted as MCR (Mid-Circuit Recloser) 1727 

Figure 3 - Full Loop Scheme 

fdr 1

TIE

Sta 1

CB

Sta 2
fdr 2

MCR 1

CB x
FAULT - A

x
FAULT - B

MCR 2

x
FAULT - C

x
FAULT - D

 1728 

Configuration:  1729 
• Circuit Breaker (or Power Recloser) at Station 1 for Feeder 1.  1730 
• Normally Closed Mid-Circuit Recloser on Feeder 1. 1731 
• Normally Open Tie Recloser between Feeder 1 and Feeder 2. 1732 
• Normally Closed Mid-Circuit Recloser on Feeder 2. 1733 
• Circuit Breaker (or Power Recloser) at Station 2 for Feeder 2.  1734 

Operation: Full Loop Scheme.  1735 
• Sta1 CB trips for faults upstream of the MCR1 (Fault – A) or upon failure of 1736 

MCR1 to trip for faults downstream of the MCR1 (Fault – B)  1737 
• MCR1 trips for faults downstream of the MCR1 (Fault – B) only 1738 
• MCR1 opens after a time delay for a loss of voltage on Fdr 1. 1739 
• MCR2 trips for faults downstream of the MCR2 (Fault – C) only 1740 
• MCR2 opens after a time delay for a loss of voltage on Fdr 2. 1741 
• Sta2 CB trips for faults upstream of the MCR2 (Fault – D) or upon failure of 1742 

MCR2 to trip for faults downstream of the MCR2 (Fault – C)  1743 
• Tie device will close after a time delay on the loss of voltage of either Fdr1 or 1744 

Fdr2. 1745 
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Operation Sequence: 1746 

For a fault at location A For a fault at location D 
Time Action Time Action 
0s CB1 Trip 0s CB2 Trip 
2s CB1 reclose 2s CB2 reclose 
30s CB1 reclose 30s CB2 reclose 
30+s CB1 trip/lockout 30+s CB2 trip/lockout 
45s MCR1 open 45s MCR2 open 
60s TIE closes 

 

60s TIE closes 
Note: If the fault clears during the device reclose sequence,  
then the device, CB, MCR or TIE, remains closed. 

 1747 
For a fault at location B For a fault at location C 
Time Action Time Action 
0s CB1 remains closed 0s CB2 remains closed 
0s MCR1 trips 0s MCR2 trips 
2s MCR1 reclose 2s MCR2 reclose 
2+s MCR1 trips 2+s MCR2 trips 
30s MCR1 reclose 30s MCR2 reclose 
30+s MCR1 trip/lockout 30+s MCR2 trip/lockout 
60s TIE closes 60s TIE closes 
60+s TIE trip/lockout 

 

60+s TIE trip/lockout 
Note: If the fault clears during the device reclose sequence,  
then the device, CB, MCR or TIE, remains closed. 

Q. How will ComEd select 12 kV distribution lines on which to install this equipment? 1748 

A. ComEd will use a statistical methodology for the selection and deployment of the 1749 

automated reclosers.  Conceptually, the selection criterion is based on the impact to the 1750 

reliability of the distribution lines in terms of customer interruptions.  1751 

12 kV distribution lines with high number of lockouts (the substation protective 1752 

device opens and interrupts all customers on a line) receive selection priority in order to 1753 

drive improvement in the decreasing the number of customer interruptions.  The previous 1754 

three-year history of distribution line lockouts is used to select potential candidates.  In 1755 

order to obtain the largest potential reduction in the frequency of interruption, distribution 1756 
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lines are examined to identify lines that demonstrate a pattern of repeat interruptions.  1757 

These lines have a higher probability to experience a repeat interruption in the next 1758 

twelve months.  The combination of the following evaluation factors may be used to 1759 

select a pattern of repeat outages: Factor 1, at least one lockout in each of the prior three 1760 

years; Factor 2, at least two lockouts in each of the prior two years; Factor 3, at least three 1761 

lockouts in the prior year.  The distribution lines are then ranked based upon the number 1762 

of customer interruptions.  In addition, a second list ranking distribution lines that 1763 

experienced at least one lockout due to an overhead cause in the last two years versus the 1764 

number of customers served is developed. These two lists are then analyzed in rank order 1765 

to determine which lines will exhibit the largest improvement in reliability per dollar 1766 

expended. 1767 

Q. What other options or technologies were considered? 1768 

A. ComEd evaluated a number of technologies and devices before determining that these 1769 

reclosers were preferred.  ComEd evaluated schemes using both fault interrupt and non-1770 

fault interrupt capable devices positioned on the distribution lines outside of the 1771 

substation and schemes that required peer-to-peer communication between devices.  In 1772 

our final analysis, we selected fault interrupt capable devices for positioning on the 1773 

distribution lines.  Fault interrupt devices decrease the number of customers that 1774 

experience momentary interruptions in an auto-restoration scheme.  If non-fault interrupt 1775 

devices were to be deployed, an upstream fault capable device (i.e., substation circuit 1776 

breaker), is required to interrupt the fault first before the non-fault interrupt device can 1777 

open or close in an attempt to isolate the faulted section of line.  This basically means that 1778 

all customers on the faulted line will experience a momentary outage during the fault 1779 
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isolation sequence.  We have also chosen a device that while capable of future peer-to-1780 

peer communication between devices, can also be operated in a standalone manner.  This 1781 

allows gaining the benefits of improved service today, while positioning ourselves for 1782 

more complex, enhanced operations in the future. 1783 

Q. Mr. Lanzalotta raises several arguments concerning both the Automated Switch and 1784 

Recloser and the Automatic Line Reconfiguration projects.  (AG Ex. PJL-4.0, pp. 18-23)  1785 

Do his arguments present a sound reason to reject this proposed SMP or to doubt its 1786 

feasibility or benefits? 1787 

A. No.  Because these arguments also address the Automatic Line Reconfiguration project, I 1788 

will address them in detail after the initial discussion of that project, below, so that the 1789 

Commission can have my testimony on both programs in mind as I respond to these 1790 

arguments. 1791 

Q. What benefits will the customer experience if this SMP is approved? 1792 

A. The benefits to customers are twofold, both impacting reliability.  The largest benefits of 1793 

the Automated Reclosers project are in terms of reduced frequency of interruption.  1794 

Based on the calculation for avoided customer interruptions as described above, the 1795 

annual number of customer interruptions will be significantly reduced as a result of the 1796 

automated recloser program, as I stated above, by about 350,000 avoided customer 1797 

interruptions.  Secondly, due to the fact that the recloser is a fault-interrupting device, 1798 

customers between the substation breaker and the recloser are protected from the 1799 

unnecessary momentary interruptions for faults downstream of the recloser. 1800 
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For example, an average ComEd 12 kV distribution circuit serves approximately 1801 

800 customers and experiences about 1.4 outages per year.  The expected percent 1802 

reduction in average number of customer interruption, due to a lockout, for each line 1803 

implemented are as follows: 1804 

• Scheme 1 (recloser near mid-point) = 25% (one line) 1805 

• Scheme 2 (recloser near mid-point plus tie recloser to adjacent line; Half Loop) = 50% 1806 

(one line) 1807 

• Scheme 3 (recloser near mid-point on 2 lines plus tie recloser; Full Loop) = 50% (both 1808 

lines) 1809 

Q. How did you operationally compare this project to others?  1810 

A. This program has the lowest cost per Avoided Customer Interruption (“$/ACI”) 1811 

($191/ACI) compared to other reliability enhancement investments.  The $/ACI of this 1812 

program are some 40 percent better than the reliability improvement initiative with the 1813 

next lowest $/ACI.  While there will be some diminishing returns as the implementation 1814 

progresses, due to fewer less lines with high numbers of customers served and fewer lines 1815 

with poor reliability, the expected cumulative SAIFI impact is estimated to be 0.09 or 1816 

350,000 customer interruptions at the conclusion of the program in 2013. 1817 

2. Automatic Line Reconfiguration 1818 

Q. Please turn next to the Automatic Line Reconfiguration project.  Has ComEd provided a 1819 

detailed description of the project? 1820 

A. Yes, I think so.  But, to be clear the project will expand the automatic line reconfiguration 1821 

capabilities of ComEd’s existing 34 kV distribution lines.  Automatic reconfiguration will 1822 
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be accomplished by a “team” of multiple Automatic Line Reconfiguration Switches 1823 

(“ALRSs”).  These switches are designed to work together to automatically isolate 1824 

sections of line that are faulted and connect the un-faulted sections to an available source.  1825 

They will work together through the exchange of operating data, including the status of 1826 

the lines at their location. 1827 

Q. Can you provide any additional details concerning this project? 1828 

A. Yes.  This SMP would enable the installation of two hundred thirty (230) 34 kV ALRSs, 1829 

together with the associated microprocessor based controllers, as well as the 1830 

communication infrastructure required to support the two-way and peer-to-peer 1831 

communication to each ALRS switch.  They use the best proven technologies for 1832 

accomplishing such reconfiguration.  These switches will be deployed on about one 1833 

hundred (100) 34 kV lines.  The addition of these switches will provide automatic 1834 

reconfiguration capabilities affecting one hundred thirty-five (135) small ComEd 1835 

substations that we call Distribution Centers or “DCs”.  A typical DC serves between two 1836 

to five thousand customers.  If the 34 kV line supplying one of these substations were 1837 

interrupted, the ALRS would automatically reconfigure that line to restore the substation 1838 

to an available source, thus avoiding an extended interruption for the customers served by 1839 

that substation.  1840 

Q. How many DCs will be afforded this type of protection once the project is complete? 1841 

A. All small DCs whose 34 kV source line are equipped with ALRS switch systems would 1842 

be protected with the automatic reconfiguration feature at the conclusion of this project. 1843 
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Q. Did ComEd consider other options or technologies to achieve this benefit or a similar 1844 

benefit? 1845 

A. Yes. 1846 

Q. What other options or technologies were considered? 1847 

A. ComEd gauged the effectiveness of this project by comparing the $/ACI between this 1848 

project and other reliability programs.  The analysis ranked this project as having the 1849 

second lowest $/ACI, behind the Automated Switches and Recloser Project proposed for 1850 

the 4 kV and 12 kV distribution system (another SMP).   1851 

Q. Does ComEd have any experience with ALRSs? 1852 

A. Yes.  ComEd already has approximately eight hundred sixty-six (866) ALRSs in service 1853 

on various 34 kV lines.  That has allowed us to gain valuable information and experience 1854 

about the operation and reliability of these devices.  The expanded deployment of the 1855 

ALRS switches proposed in this SMP is made possible by recent enhancements to the 1856 

control logic of the interconnected devices.  This advanced technology allows more than 1857 

seven switches per team, which had been a limiting factor since the prior generations of 1858 

these switches were first installed in the late 1990s. 1859 

Q. Can you provide a detailed description of the functionalities of the new generation of 1860 

switches? 1861 

A. The technology deployed eight years ago had limitations, one of which limited the 1862 

number of switches that could operate as part of a “team” to seven.  While this allowed 1863 

for a significant improvement in reliability, it limited what could be accomplished in 1864 

areas with a relatively high number of small substations.  The new control system permits 1865 
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virtually an unlimited number of switches to work together in a “team.”  The new control 1866 

system also overcomes other limitations of the original system, but locations may still 1867 

exist where it will not be feasible to employ automatic restoration.  Each DC will have to 1868 

be reviewed for auto restoration applicability. 1869 

Q. How will the deployment of the ALRSs be prioritized? 1870 

A. Installation priority is based upon the prior three-year outage performance of 34 kV 1871 

distribution lines serving the unprotected DCs.  A lockout reliability index is calculated 1872 

by summing and weighing the lockouts from the last three years. The lockouts from the 1873 

past year are weighted at 60%, 25% for lockouts 2 years ago, and 15% for lockouts that 1874 

happened 3 years ago.  A non-lockout reliability index is similarly calculated based on 1875 

non-lockout outages and the overall index is multiplied by 50% given their lesser overall 1876 

impact.  A priority score is then determined by summing the lockout and non-lockout 1877 

reliability indices and multiplying this sum by the number of customers served by the 1878 

DCs in need of protection.  The lines with the highest priority scores are then scheduled 1879 

first for technical evaluation and execution. 1880 

Q. What are the operational benefits of implementing the Automatic Line Reconfiguration 1881 

project?   1882 

A. The incremental automatic line reconfiguration capabilities provided by this SMP will 1883 

decrease the number of customer interruptions, and help isolate problematic line sections 1884 

on the 34 kV system.  This should also facilitate quicker restoration because crews can be 1885 

dispatched directly to the line section with the actual problem. 1886 

Q. What benefits will the customer experience? 1887 
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A. Customers being served from the originally unprotected substations will experience a 1888 

substantial decrease in outages caused by problems on the 34 kV line.  It is expected that 1889 

this project will save approximately 77,000 such customer interruptions. 1890 

Q. Have you been able to quantify the expected level of these benefits? 1891 

A. Yes.  The cumulative SAIFI improvement over the 5-year project is expected to be 0.02, 1892 

which translates to about 77,000 avoided customer interruptions.   1893 

Q. Mr. Lanzalotta claims that the “favorable reliability impacts” could be “more limited than 1894 

might be apparent.”  (AG Ex. PJL-4.0, lines 391-393)  Is Mr. Lanzalotta correct? 1895 

A. Not at all.  Our analysis of the reliability impacts is sound and Mr. Lanzalotta has no 1896 

basis, either in actual data or sound engineering principals, to asset otherwise.  The 1897 

benefits of this project are real and significant and given the experience of ComEd with 1898 

similar, albeit on average simpler installation, there is no valid engineering reason to not 1899 

proceed.  Mr. Lanzalotta’s testimony provides no evidence for his claims.   1900 

Q. Mr. Lanzalotta also points to the complexities of planning and installing the automated 1901 

line reconfiguration equipment, as well as the automatic switchers and reclosers that you 1902 

previously discussed.  (AG Ex. PJL 4.0, pp. 19-21)  Is this complexity a reason not to 1903 

pursue this project or to doubt its benefits? 1904 

A. The operation of the electric grid is complex.  These two proposed SMPs use field 1905 

deployed devices to re-route power flows on the distribution system automatically if a 1906 

problem exists on a part of the line, and they do so by using two very different switch 1907 

technologies and control schemes.  One uses fault interrupt devices and timing logic to 1908 

coordinate operations, while the other uses an advanced distributed control scheme with 1909 
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switch-to-switch communications.  As Mr. Lanzalotta points out, there are many 1910 

considerations that must be taken in to account when installing such systems.  These 1911 

types of systems cannot be implemented without thorough planning and review.  ComEd 1912 

has developed guidelines for the installation for these schemes, but each application of a 1913 

switch, recloser, or automatic reconfiguration scheme is analyzed individually when it is 1914 

proposed for actual installation.  Our planners and engineers are accustomed to 1915 

addressing successfully such factors as normal line ratings, emergency line ratings and 1916 

limiting element(s), short-term emergency ratings, substation loading, substation 1917 

transformer loadings, system configuration, voltage profiles, etc.  Our planners and 1918 

engineers work to solve the challenges presented by system complexity every day and 1919 

there is no reason to expect that they cannot deliver an efficient and effective solution 1920 

here.   1921 

Q. Mr. Lanzalotta also claims that “whenever loads are near their projected annual peak 1922 

level, the electric system would lose much of the benefit of its investment in automatic 1923 

line reconfiguration.”  (AG Ex. PJL 4.0, lines 430-431)  Is this a valid reason to doubt the 1924 

benefits of this project? 1925 

A. No.  First, system loads are not relevant; the only loads that are relevant are the loads of 1926 

the lines or facilities to which load would be transferred automatically.  Even with respect 1927 

to that load, Mr. Lanzalotta’s concern relates only to very unusual circumstances.  There 1928 

8,760 hours in a year.  If ComEd had to inhibit the automatic restoration scheme for a 1929 

particular line on the days that the loads on the “alternative” line exceed 90% of 1930 

emergency ratings, and if we make a very generous assumption for Mr. Lanzalotta’s 1931 

argument that this occurs 20 days per year for 4 hours a day, then the automatic 1932 
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reconfiguration system is armed and ready to provide enhanced service 99.09% of the 1933 

time.  1934 

Q. Does ComEd plan to address “this limitation … by leaving more unloaded capacity 1935 

available in circuits or substation transformers so that line reconfiguration could be 1936 

undertaken even during periods of annual peak load,” (AG Ex. PJL-4.0, lines 442-444) as 1937 

Mr. Lanzalotta poses? 1938 

A. No.  ComEd’s Distribution Planning Criteria provides adequate feeder capacity for 1939 

normal conditions at extreme summer heat conditions, conditions that are expected to 1940 

occur once every ten years.  The location of mid-circuit reclosers is selected taking into 1941 

account the margin for emergency loading of the feeder to which the load will be 1942 

transferred.  There is sufficient capacity in the system to handle the automatic feeder 1943 

reconfiguration and where it is not cost justified or there is a local capacity constraint, the 1944 

program is deferred to a future date.  As I show in the example above, the reconfiguration 1945 

schemes are armed greater than 99% of the time even in a year with extreme summer 1946 

weather. 1947 

3. Enhanced Line Isolating Control 1948 

Q. Please turn next to the Enhanced Line Isolating Control project.  Has ComEd provided a 1949 

detailed description of the project? 1950 

A. Yes.  The project adds enhanced control system elements, largely microprocessor based 1951 

relays on selected distribution lines by proactively upgrading the primary relaying scheme 1952 

for distribution line protection used at ComEd substations.  In particular, it upgrades the 1953 

electromechanical over-current and reclosing relay package with advanced technology 1954 

microprocessor relays.  The project calls for upgrading approximately 4,300 relays on 1955 
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ComEd’s 4 kV and 12 kV lines and 230 on ComEd’s 34 kV lines.  Currently only about 1956 

one thousand of ComEd’s 4 kV and 12 kV lines and 150 of ComEd’s 34 kV lines have 1957 

microprocessor-based relays.  ComEd plans to complete this upgrade project over a 10- 1958 

to 15-year time frame. 1959 

Q. What technology are you proposing to deploy? 1960 

A. The preferred microprocessor based scheme for 4 kV and 12 kV line installation from a 1961 

switchgear breaker is an SEL351S and an SEL551 relay.  For 4 kV and 12 kV power 1962 

reclosers, a single SEL351R or Cooper Form 6 relay will be used.  For the 34 kV lines, 1963 

the preferred microprocessor based relay is an SEL311B and an SEL311A.  Of course, 1964 

given the 10- to 15-year time frame, newer versions of the devices – or even newer 1965 

technologies – may become available.  If so, ComEd will consider use of those devices 1966 

and/or technologies in subsequent SMP filings. 1967 

Q. What is the estimated cost of the program? 1968 

A. The upgrades associated with 4 kV and 12 kV lines served from a switchgear breaker is 1969 

approximately $32,500 while an installation for the line from a power recloser is closer to 1970 

$19,500.  For the 34 kV lines, the cost is approximately $52,000 per line.  These are 1971 

necessarily rough estimates, however, because site conditions vary from substation to 1972 

substation and will and may evolve pending installation.  There are approximately 1973 

twenty-nine hundred 4 kV and 12 kV lines served from switchgear breakers and 1,400 1974 

from power reclosers.  Therefore, the full program cost estimated direct costs to upgrade 1975 

the entire system is approximately  $133.5 million.  Our current SMP proposal calls for 1976 
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investing $3.375 million in the fourth quarter of 2008 and then $10.125 million per year 1977 

for the next four years of the program, if Rider SMP is approved.   1978 

Q. What other options or technologies were considered? 1979 

A. Microprocessor relaying is now the industry standard for advanced distribution line 1980 

applications.  Vendors have enhanced microprocessor protection logic to include multiple 1981 

protection capabilities within a single protective relay.  Therefore the technology 1982 

consideration is less one of “which” technology, but one of vendor selection.  Products 1983 

from a variety of vendors including General Electric, ABB, and Schweitzer Engineering 1984 

have been deployed over the last several years on the ComEd system.  1985 

Q. Can you provide a more detailed description of the functionalities of these systems? 1986 

A. Yes.  The microprocessor relays to be installed on the distribution lines can provide all 1987 

functions now performed by the standard electromechanical over-current/reclosing relay 1988 

scheme. However, in addition, they include features such as breaker failure, fault 1989 

location, breaker/trip circuit health, power system metering, under frequency protection, 1990 

and oscillography with storage.  The microprocessor relays’ functionality also provides 1991 

enhanced fault data capture.  When coupled into the ComEd SCADA system, fault target 1992 

data, oscillography, and fault distance can be obtained for analysis.  These features 1993 

complement other aspects of the Smart Grid and enhance interoperability. 1994 

Q. How does ComEd propose to prioritize these relay upgrades? 1995 

A. ComEd plans to prioritize relay upgrades based upon the number of customers impacted 1996 

and the recent reliability history of the geographic areas the lines serve.  However, all 1997 

relays requiring upgrade at a single substation terminal will be completed at the same 1998 
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time to capture efficiencies and economies of scale including set-up, switching, reporting 1999 

and updates to substation facility blueprints.   2000 

As would be expected, the number of customers served on a line generally 2001 

increases commensurate with voltage and capacity of the lines.  Based upon this 2002 

approach, assuming there are no local reliability concerns, the relay upgrades on the 2003 

34 kV lines will be scheduled first followed by the 12 kV and then the 4 kV lines.  If the 2004 

proposal continues to be executed as planned, all 34 kV relays could be upgraded as early 2005 

as the end of 2009.  2006 

Q. Is there any functionality of this technology that ComEd does not propose to implement? 2007 

A. Potentially.  Microprocessor relays are multifunctional, programmable devices, which 2008 

can accommodate many different protection applications, and their capabilities are 2009 

evolving.  Vendors have expanded these functions based on input from multiple users for 2010 

their systems.  The functionality ComEd utilizes will be a subset of the full capability of 2011 

the product that will include at least the capabilities and benefits I describe here.  Others 2012 

may also be possible in the future, but the capabilities I describe are what we propose to 2013 

implement now. 2014 

Q. What are the operational benefits of implementing this project?   2015 

A. Most importantly, enhanced distribution line protection includes breaker failure 2016 

protection.  When a distribution line experiences a fault (short circuit), the substation 2017 

protective relaying and breaker are required to operate in a timely manner to isolate the 2018 

problem. Should the substation breaker fail to operate and remain closed, extensive 2019 

conductor damage and meltdown can occur until the substation backup relaying 2020 
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protection operates.  As a means to mitigate conductor damage, enhancing the 2021 

distribution line protection with breaker failure sensing will expedite the backup 2022 

protection operations, reduce or avoid conductor damage, and ultimately reduce customer 2023 

restoration time.  2024 

In addition, the microprocessor relays’ functionality provides enhanced fault data 2025 

capture.  When coupled into the ComEd SCADA system, fault target data, oscillography, 2026 

and fault distance can be obtained for analysis.  The ability to obtain substation fault data 2027 

along with communication to automated distribution switches and devices are important 2028 

building blocks of a more integrated and intelligent grid.  Aside from the standard 2029 

distribution line protection and auto reclosing functions, added monitoring features provide 2030 

valuable power system data to operating, maintenance, and engineering departments.  2031 

Finally, microprocessor relay testing requirements, calibration, and maintenance 2032 

time can be reduced, which will likely result in some cost savings.   2033 

Q. Why upgrade at this time? 2034 

A. We cannot obtain the benefits I describe with conventional electromechanical relays.  2035 

Advanced technology relays are required. 2036 

Q. Have you been able to quantify these benefits? 2037 

A. Quantifying all of the benefits is difficult.  However, they can be illustrated using 2038 

examples of the type of circumstance the new relays are designed to address.  One such 2039 

example would be to consider that, in 2007, ComEd experienced two significant 34 kV 2040 

“wire down” events due to breakers failing to trip.  Had microprocessor relays of the type 2041 
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we propose – with a breaker failure feature – been installed, the failure would have been 2042 

isolated within cycles instead of seconds.   2043 

We have also analyzed the estimated savings as a result of eliminating the need to 2044 

perform signal injection testing, thus decreasing testing time on a periodic basis.  The 2045 

estimated time saving is two hours per-relay, per-maintenance cycle.  Relays are 2046 

maintained every six years.  Therefore, the total labor savings from the relay upgrades is 2047 

4,350 relays, times two hours work saved per relay, times approximately $100 per hour 2048 

fully burdened employee cost, which equals about $906,000 per cycle.  Once the entire 2049 

upgrade program is complete, and assuming that the 4,350 relays are equally distributed 2050 

across the six-year maintenance cycle, the resulting annual savings would be $151,000. 2051 

The savings would begin to accrue six years after the installation because this is when the 2052 

first series of installed relays would be due for maintenance. 2053 

Q. What benefits will the customer experience? 2054 

A. Microprocessor-based relays improve system safety by decreasing the amount of time 2055 

required to de-energize a line in case of a breaker failure.  A major benefit to be derived 2056 

from the program is reduced injuries to the public and damage to customer equipment 2057 

and property.  This lessens the chance of a downed live conductor. 2058 

4. RANGER SCADA System 2059 

Q. Please now turn first to the RANGER SCADA project.  Can you please provide a 2060 

detailed description of this SMP? 2061 

A. Yes.  This project is to upgrade a portion of the ComEd SCADA (Supervisory Control 2062 

And Data Acquisition) system to a more robust system that provides the flexibility and 2063 

scalability necessary to enable full scale implementation of other smart grid technologies 2064 
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such as the automatic switches and reclosers and automatic line reconfiguration SMPs. 2065 

Specifically, the ComEd Ranger SCADA upgrade is the upgrade of the SCADA “Master 2066 

Controller” which includes hardware and software that is used to monitor, communicate 2067 

and control field SCADA devices which in turn monitor, communicate and control a vast 2068 

array of ComEd’s distribution infrastructure including automatic switches and reclosers. 2069 

Q. Why is it necessary for ComEd to upgrade its SCADA system? 2070 

A. ComEd’s current SCADA system, which is the vendor’s first generation version on 2071 

Microsoft Windows, has limited capability and scalability.  The most recent version is 2072 

three generations advanced from ComEd’s current version and incorporates 2073 

interoperability in its design. In addition, ComEd’s current SCADA system was 2074 

developed when ComEd was a still operating as a Control Area.  This changed in 2004 2075 

when ComEd became a member of a Regional Transmission Organization.  With this 2076 

change, the current system has functionality that is no longer necessary.  Removing this 2077 

functionality will allow the system to run more efficiently and effectively.  2078 

Q. How does the upgrade facilitate the building of a Smart Grid? 2079 

A. A Smart Grid requires managing and leveraging enormous amounts of data.  SCADA 2080 

systems are a key part of this as their name implies: Supervisory Control And Data 2081 

Acquisition.  ComEd’s current SCADA system is capable of providing the status, 2082 

open/close, for 400,000 points and an analog value such as voltage, current, etc. for 2083 

150,000 points.  ComEd current utilization is approximately 290,000 status points and 2084 

102,000 analog points.  To give an idea at how fast this capacity is consumed by a Smart 2085 

Grid application, let me review the impact the Automated Switches and Reclosers project 2086 
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will have on this capacity.  ComEd proposes under rider SMP to add approximately 1,200 2087 

automated reclosers to the system.  Each automated recloser consumes an estimated 34 2088 

analog points and 42 status points.  Therefore, the 1,200 automated reclosers will 2089 

consume approximately 40,800 analog points or 85% of the remaining capacity and 2090 

50,400 status points, which represents 45% of the remaining capability, with only 2091 

approximately 32% of the distribution lines having automated reclosers installed.  As you 2092 

can see, the Ranger SCADA project is a true smart grid enabler, which permits data to be 2093 

collected and managed to deliver increased value to our customers.  2094 

Q. What will be the capacity of the upgraded Ranger SCADA system? 2095 

A. The capacity of the upgraded Ranger SCADA system will double the capacity of the 2096 

current system.  The number of available analog points will increase to 300,000 and the 2097 

number of status points will increase to 800,000 and will enable ComEd to accommodate 2098 

the data needs of other Smart Grid technologies. 2099 

Q. Are there any other benefits of the upgrade? 2100 

A. Yes.  Upgrading the core ComEd SCADA system to more recent version will provide 2101 

several other benefits including: 2102 

• An improved user interface that reduces training time and presents information in 2103 
a more organized and informative manner.  Having a better view of the system 2104 
also allows operators to react quicker when there is a problem or potential 2105 
problem, which helps the customers by potential reduce and contain outages. 2106 

• A SCADA system helps reduce the duration of customer outages by being able to 2107 
remotely monitor and control field equipment. Updated functionality in the new 2108 
system will allow the users to better visualize the system.   2109 

• Improved security in alignment with current NERC CIP standard.  This will 2110 
eliminate extra work to stay NERC compliant.  2111 

• Updated programming functionality.  The vendor has increased the functionality 2112 
of much of its system, since ComEd took its initial release.  The vendor has 2113 
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worked with several other companies, which has allowed the base product to 2114 
improve and expand.  The vendor’s new State Estimation program algorithm is an 2115 
example of this improved functionality. 2116 

• Upgrading to the latest version of the system provides ComEd with the latest 2117 
version of the vendors product, which eliminates the need for ComEd to pay 2118 
separately for functionality developed after ComEd’s old software was developed. 2119 

• The additional functionality of the improved and expanded system will allow 2120 
ComEd to drop many of its own special or custom additions to the system.  The 2121 
removal of these special additions will make it easier for the vendor to support 2122 
and cheaper for ComEd to maintain.  The use of the a standard system will also 2123 
make future upgrades and improvements less expensive and easier for the vendor 2124 
and ComEd. 2125 

• Dropping its own special or custom additions to the SCADA system, ComEd will 2126 
benefit from the vendor’s improvements to the system and those requested by 2127 
other users using the baseline system. 2128 

• Dropping ComEd’s special and custom additions to the SCADA system will be 2129 
less risky to ComEd as it will be using less code where it is the single user. 2130 

• Upgrading the system will prepare it for the future needs of ComEd as the 2131 
company continues to expand its use of the SCADA system to support its 2132 
customer base. 2133 

• Upgrading the system will include the migration from computer hardware and 2134 
operating systems that are approaching their sunset dates for support from their 2135 
vendors to new hardware and operating systems that have a longer support life.   2136 

Q. What is the estimated cost of the upgrade? 2137 

A. The estimate direct cost for the software upgrade is $3.2 million and the estimated direct 2138 

cost for the computer hardware is $4.8  million.  2139 

Q. What range of technology options were considered? 2140 

A. We considered the replacement of the SCADA system with a system from a different 2141 

vendor instead of upgrading the current system.  The upgrade is a more favorable option 2142 

over the replacement, because a full out replacement of the current system would cost 2143 

approximately two and half times more than upgrading the current system and would take 2144 

a longer period of time. 2145 
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Q. Can you provide a description of the functionalities of the new system, related to system 2146 

operation as well as an identification and justification of functionalities foregone? 2147 

A. By utilizing a SCADA system ComEd is able to reduce the duration of customer outages 2148 

by being able to remotely monitor and control field equipment.  The system does not 2149 

provide any function on the customer side of the meter.  The upgraded SCADA system 2150 

provides the user with an updated user interface, which allows more flexibility in viewing 2151 

and analyzing data.  The new system also contains an updated algorithm that improves 2152 

the ability to study the current state of the system to determine if it is operating in its 2153 

optimal state.  By operating in the optimal state there is less chance for wide spread 2154 

customer outages caused by equipment failures. 2155 

There is some functionality in the current system that will be foregone in the 2156 

upgraded system.  This functionality is for components that ComEd no longer requires 2157 

because it is stopped functioning as a control area.  Examples of this functionality include 2158 

Automatic Generation Control (“AGC”), Scheduling, and Load Forecasting. 2159 

Q. What are the steps in ComEd’s implementation plan? 2160 

A. The steps are pretty typical of any software and hardware upgrade.  First, we will 2161 

complete a detailed review of the current system to determine any functionality that is no 2162 

longer required.  Next, we will ask the vendor to prepare and submit an estimate for our 2163 

review and challenge.  Once the requirements are finalized a contract will be negotiated.  2164 

We will then go through a series of testing and acceptance testing while simultaneously 2165 

identifying and making any changes required on the ComEd side.  The final factory 2166 

acceptance testing will be completed and then the software will be deployed in the 2167 
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ComEd environment for site acceptance testing.  Once this has been completed, the 2168 

software will ready to deploy to the system.  2169 

Q. Does ComEd expect the deployment of Ranger SCADA to yield any cost savings? 2170 

A. Ranger SCADA provides and enables more robust integration with other Smart Grid 2171 

technologies such as the proposed Automatic Switches and Reclosers and Automatic 2172 

Line Reconfiguration SMPs.  Ranger SCADA is an enabler for those systems that it 2173 

supports.  Any cost savings would be attributable solely to the projects it supports. 2174 

5. Mobile Dispatch 2175 

Q. Does ComEd continue to propose Mobile Dispatch as an SMP? 2176 

A. No. 2177 

Q. Why not? 2178 

A. As the Commission may recall, Mobile Dispatch is a project that is underway.  ComEd 2179 

proposed it as an SMP because, as a discretionary project, its funding is subject to 2180 

interruption in the event that there were unanticipated demand for capital due to emergent 2181 

non-discretionary projects.  Given the importance of the Mobile Dispatch project and its 2182 

current nearness to completion, ComEd has decided that the risk of further displacement 2183 

due to an unanticipated demand for capital does not warrant continued efforts to secure 2184 

the funding of this project through the Rider SMP to protect against such a risk.  ComEd 2185 

is therefore withdrawing Mobile Dispatch in an effort to narrow issues. 2186 
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IV. Operational and Engineering Issues Related to Rate Design 2187 

A. CTA / METRA Claims For Reduced Rates 2188 

Q. CTA and METRA make claim that their rates should be lowered because of alleged 2189 

operational benefits their service provides to ComEd and other customers.  In what 2190 

respect do you respond to those claims? 2191 

A. I respond to the operational and engineering claims on which their arguments rely.  Issues 2192 

of rate design are addressed by Dr. Jones and Messrs. Alongi and Crumrine.   2193 

Q. Please describe CTA’s and METRA’s “loop flow” argument? 2194 

A. CTA and METRA each claim that the multiple-feed service they receive improves the 2195 

reliability of ComEd’s service to other customers on the same feeders and that, therefore, 2196 

even though this special service is more expensive and increases ComEd’s total costs, 2197 

they should actually have their rates decreased and other customers should bear the 2198 

increased costs of their service.  This argument is primarily made in the rebuttal 2199 

testimony of Messrs. Zika (CTA Ex. 2.0) and Szerla (METRA Ex. 2.0), although Messrs. 2200 

Ansike (CTA Ex. 1.0) and Mitchell (METRA Ex. 1.0) repeat the claim.   2201 

Q. Is the claim that “loop flows” increase reliability to other customers accurate? 2202 

A. No.  Even when a CTA or METRA traction power substation is served through two or 2203 

more feeders with normally closed circuit breakers – essentially, automatic switches that 2204 

can open in case of a disturbance or outage – their traction power substation cannot 2205 

provide a backup path for electricity to flow to other customers when their ComEd 2206 

service would otherwise be out.  Indeed, the very breaker configuration that benefits 2207 

CTA/METRA makes it impossible for other customers to benefit.   2208 
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I note that what CTA/METRA call a “loop flow,” is better referred to as “through 2209 

flow” both to reflect the fact that any such flow would be through the traction power 2210 

substation to other customers, not in a loop.  Also, “loop flow” has an entirely different 2211 

meaning to power engineers.   2212 

Q. Why is it impossible for other customers to benefit from through flows when their own 2213 

service would otherwise be interrupted? 2214 

A. The way CTA/METRA require their traction power substations to be designed, through 2215 

flow can only occur when all the breakers are closed.  While through flows should be 2216 

atypical in any event, they can only occur when there is no fault or outage on any of the 2217 

feeders supplying the traction power substation.  In that circumstance, all customers 2218 

would be receiving supply from ComEd regardless, and no customer receives enhanced 2219 

service as a result of the CTA/METRA traction power substation.  That “system normal” 2220 

circumstance is what is depicted on the one-line diagram included in Mr. Zika’s 2221 

testimony (METRA Ex. 2.0,  p.5, line 74).  For ease of understanding, I have reproduced 2222 

that diagram below with added arrows showing how such a through flow could 2223 

conceivably occur under system normal conditions.  2224 
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 2225 

If, on the other hand, there is an outage on any of the feeders serving the 2226 

CTA/METRA traction power substation, a normally closed circuit breaker will open in 2227 

order to isolate the CTA/METRA traction power substation and the remaining working 2228 

feeder(s) from the outage.  That very action also “cuts off” all the other customers on the 2229 

feeder affected by the outage from any possible through flow.  This circumstance is what is 2230 

 depicted on the modified “one line” diagram below.  The open breaker – marked in red – 2231 

prevents any through flow to other customers.   2232 
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 2233 

The bottom line is that, unless the other customers, too, happen to have paid for a 2234 

special alternative supply that they can switch to automatically, every other customer will 2235 

experience a service interruption just as if the CTA/METRA traction power substation 2236 

were not there.  So, while the CTA/METRA traction power substation remains in service 2237 

during such a feeder interruption event, other customers receive no enhanced service as a 2238 

result of the special service arrangement for the CTA/METRA traction power substations.   2239 

Q. Mr. Zika claims (CTA Ex. 2.0, p. 4:66-73) that the fact that a CTA meter has been 2240 

observed running “backwards” “verifies” his claim.  Is he right? 2241 

A. Absolutely not.  First, meters like those used at CTA/METRA stations do not run 2242 

“backwards” to indicate a through flow.  They are electronic dual channel meters that 2243 
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record any inflows and outflows separately.  These channels are properly netted in our 2244 

billing and meter data management software so that the customer is correctly billed.  2245 

But, more fundamentally, while the fact that both inflows and outflows occur 2246 

during a period would indicate that a through flow occurred, those through flows could 2247 

only occur when the breakers were all closed.  Mr. Zika appears to acknowledge this 2248 

when he opines that the backward running meter indicated power flowing through the 2249 

“closed circuit breakers.”  (Zika Dir., CTA Ex. 2.0, p. 4:72).  Under the system normal 2250 

“closed breaker” condition, no other customers can benefit.  2251 

Q. Has the CTA previously made this same claim in an effort to reduce its rates? 2252 

A. Yes.  In Docket No. 05-0597, CTA made the same claim about alleged “loop flows” 2253 

providing a benefit to other customers.  As here, ComEd presented evidence that the 2254 

claim was flawed.  The Commission approved no credit or other reduction in the CTA’s 2255 

rates on account of that claim.  The Commission certainly should not adopt one now.   2256 

Q. Mr. Mitchell makes a similar claim, testifying that METRA cannot take a traction power 2257 

substation out of service without notifying ComEd and that he once recalls that a 2258 

METRA service meter was erroneously registering another customer’s load.  Does he 2259 

draft a correct inference from this meter error? 2260 

A. No.  As with CTA traction power substations, each METRA traction power delivery 2261 

 point is metered with devices that have separate meter registers for power inflow and outflow,  2262 

and the net properly determines the deliveries to each rail substation.  In the case 2263 

mentioned, one of the meters malfunctioned and the meter did not register the power 2264 
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outflow.  Without the outflow measurement, the net value was incorrect since it measured 2265 

not only the rail use but also through flow to other customers.   2266 

But, this says nothing about when those through flows occurred, nor in any way 2267 

 suggests that power flowed to other customers during an outage.  In fact, meter error or not, 2268 

through flows could not have occurred during an outage of either line, but only during “system 2269 

normal” conditions when it provides no reliability benefit to other customers.   2270 

Finally, ComEd requires notice of deactivation of METRA traction power 2271 

substations for operational reasons, not because ComEd is covertly relying on it as a 2272 

backup feeder intertie. 2273 

Q. Is there any other conclusion that the Commission can and should draw from 2274 

CTA/METRA’s  argument? 2275 

A. Yes.  Apart from the fact CTA/METRA’s argument is factually erroneous, it is certainly 2276 

true that customers can gain significant reliability benefits from appropriately networked 2277 

feeders.  That observation only supports approval of the distribution automation SMPs 2278 

that I discussed earlier in my testimony.  Unlike the breaker-limited connections at the 2279 

CTA/METRA traction power substations -- which are expressly designed to protect 2280 

service only to the traction load -- a properly designed distribution automation system can 2281 

allow for reconfiguration of supply routes to customers in the event of an outage.   2282 

Q. Aside from “through flow” arguments, do CTA and METRA make any other claims that 2283 

ComEd’s use of their facilities or property entitles them to a reduced rate? 2284 

A. Yes.  The CTA claims that it “provides benefits to ComEd by allowing it to use the CTA 2285 

right of way to hang its power lines on, over and under CTA facilities,” implying that it 2286 
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should now get a rate reduction as “compensation” for this use on top of any other terms 2287 

provided for by law or in the agreement of the parties.  (Anosike Dir., CTA Ex. 1.0, p. 2288 

4:105-06; Zika Dir. CTA Ex. 2.0, p. 6:84-92).   2289 

Q. Does ComEd use CTA and METRA property for the location of distribution lines? 2290 

A. Yes.  In general, ComEd sites distribution lines and other facilities in an effort to 2291 

maximize their efficiency and effectiveness and minimize their cost.  This often involves 2292 

siting lines on public rights-of-way, including state, county, and ISTHA roads, rail 2293 

corridors, other utility right-of-way, pipeline rights-of-way, canals, etc.  ComEd facilities 2294 

are located on the property of literally hundreds of public agencies and units of state and 2295 

local government.  Indeed, encouraging appropriate co-location is both a policy of the 2296 

State and the Commission. 2297 

Having said that, ComEd only co-locates facilities on such property where 2298 

ComEd’s use of the property is authorized by law, regulation, or ordinance or by a 2299 

permit, lease, or easement.  The terms under which ComEd does so, including any 2300 

payments made to the landowner, are established as part of that process.  ComEd does 2301 

not and never had given customers an additional “after the fact” decrease in their delivery 2302 

rates because ComEd exercises a right to co-locate on a customer’s property. 2303 

Q. But, CTA claims that is receives no “compensation” for ComEd’s from the use of its 2304 

property.  Doesn’t that argue for reducing its rates? 2305 

A. No.  The authority for ComEd to co-locate lines on CTA’s property was previously 2306 

established and there is has been no change in the facts or circumstances of ComEd’s use 2307 

of CTA property for such co-location that would support revising that agreement.  2308 
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Moreover, ComEd’s co-location – unlike ComEd’s provision of service to CTA – costs 2309 

CTA nothing.  Furthermore, as I mentioned earlier, the rights are reciprocal; CTA also 2310 

enjoys the right to occupy ComEd property under like terms. 2311 

Q. How would reducing CTA rates place the CTA vis-à-vis other customers whose property 2312 

ComEd occupies? 2313 

A. It would leave CTA better off than other similarly situated customers.  ComEd routinely 2314 

requires easements and other rights (generally outlined in an Electric Facilities Service 2315 

Agreement, and formerly ESS Agreements) from customers in order to locate facilties on 2316 

their property.  In most cases, the facilities that ComEd installs serve multiple customers 2317 

and not just the customer who owns the property.  In some cases, providing electric 2318 

service would not be possible unless easements from customers were obtained.  No 2319 

customers receive any “rate benefit” in return for such easements/rights.   2320 

Q. Is there any other reason to reject CTA’s suggestion? 2321 

A. Yes.  CTA appears to forget that ComEd and other public utilities are charged with 2322 

providing a public service.  When they co-locate their facilities they are using public land 2323 

(e.g., CTA right-of-way) to serve the public at the least cost.  If the Commission reduced 2324 

CTA’s rates – or the rates of any of the other hundreds of public bodies across whose 2325 

property ComEd co-locates facilities – it would be adopting a policy of making the public 2326 

pay, through higher rates, for a public service use of public property.  It should not do 2327 

that.  Moreover, by doing so, it would skew the financial incentive away from using these 2328 

natural rights-of-way and toward the use of other private property.  2329 
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 B. Distribution Line Losses 2330 

Q. Do any parties raise issues concerning ComEd’s distribution loss factor (“DLF”) study? 2331 

A. Yes.  REACT witness Fults notes that percentage increases in DLFs are higher for large 2332 

and high voltage customers, and then claims that ComEd does not “attempt to explain 2333 

why the increases so disproportionately affect the over-10 MW customers.”  He also 2334 

characterizes distribution system losses as a “leak.” 2335 

Q. What are distribution system losses? 2336 

A. Distribution system losses are an inevitable consequence of electricity flowing through 2337 

the electric distribution system and, in some cases, simply from elements of that system 2338 

being connected, or “energized,” regardless of whether electricity is flowing through 2339 

them.  Losses are simply the product of the physics of electrical power systems.  No 2340 

system element is 100% efficient.  Distribution losses are not a “leak.”    2341 

Q. What has changed since ComEd’s last DLF study? 2342 

A. Two things have changed. 2343 

First, ComEd has improved its study methodology since the last rate case as more 2344 

and better data has become available.  In the current study, substation and distribution 2345 

transformer quantities were obtained from ComEd’s Geographical Information System 2346 

(CEGIS) – a system that describes actual field configurations – rather than ComEd’s 2347 

Passport system, which was used in the 2003 study.  Precise transformer location data 2348 

and system configuration data in CEGIS is more accurate and complete than the 2349 

transformer data in PassPort.  Second, downstream losses are now added to the load of 2350 

certain upstream system elements.  This, too, improves the accuracy of the study since 2351 

upstream flows must be sufficient to support both the downstream retail load and the 2352 
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downstream losses.  The additional load on those elements increases the load loss 2353 

allocation to customers using those elements. 2354 

Q. How have these changes affected the distribution losses for over 10 MW and High 2355 

Voltage customer classes? 2356 

A. The increase in losses for over 10 MW and High Voltage customer classes primarily 2357 

results from updating substation and distribution transformer quantities using current 2358 

connected transformer capacity (in kVA).  This mainly affects no-load losses, i.e., losses 2359 

experienced in transformers even when customer load is low.  The largest increases were 2360 

in the transformer categories designated in the study as “High Voltage ESS”4 and “12 kV 2361 

power (ESS)”.  The transformer kVA doubled in the HV ESS category and increased by 2362 

80% in the 12 kV power (ESS) category.  The increase in the 12 kV power (ESS) 2363 

category was also due to reclassification of larger transformers in the 2003 study that had 2364 

been in the transformer category based on the availability of more granular data.  This 2365 

factor was amplified by the fact that the demand for the High Voltage class dropped from 2366 

740 to 607 MW (18%).  Since no-load losses account for about 2/3 of the total HV losses, 2367 

the drop in demand further increased losses as a percentage of load.  Finally, as I testified 2368 

above, adding accurate downstream losses to the load of upstream system elements also 2369 

contributed to the increases in losses for these customer classes. 2370 

Q. Is Mr. Fluts’ claim that ComEd did not provide any evidence explaining these changes 2371 

correct? 2372 

                                                 
4 ESSs are Electric Service Stations, essentially dedicated substations that serve large and high 

voltage customers. 
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A. No.  The methodology of the study and its conclusions were described in the Distribution 2373 

Line Loss study report, provided during discovery.5  As Staff witness Linkenback 2374 

testified (Staff Ex. 8.0, p. 27, lines 560-570): 2375 

ComEd’s line loss report listed many changes that occurred since the 2003 2376 
study, as did ComEd’s responses to various data requests. Some of the major 2377 
revisions that resulted in the changes to the DLFs in this proceeding are:  2378 

ComEd explained that it performed a more accurate survey and accounting of 2379 
load profiles, and substation and distribution transformers on its system.  ComEd 2380 
also explained how it better allocated the losses incurred on the lower voltage 2381 
system to the supply or higher voltage delivery classes.  ComEd explained that the 2382 
increase in the H[igh] V[oltage] delivery class customer loss factor was due in 2383 
part to understating the total high voltage transformer nameplate capacity in the 2384 
previous study. 2385 

Q. Mr. Fults also questions why losses for the high voltage class increased since the last rate 2386 

case while at the same time ComEd has made system improvements.  Does Mr. Fults’ 2387 

concern make sense? 2388 

A. No.  System improvements are made to meet a number of system and customer needs. 2389 

However, there were no infrastructure improvements described in Mr. Williams 2390 

testimony that would have any effect on the losses incurred in delivering power to high 2391 

voltage class.  Nor should there be any impact on the losses experienced by the High 2392 

Voltage class, or any other class’, from the reliability improvement initiatives he and 2393 

Mr. McMahan describe.  There is no reason to suspect that investment in the distribution 2394 

system – particularly when driven by capacity needs – will result in improvements to 2395 

electrical efficiency.  There is also no reason to suspect any flaw in the DLF study 2396 

because losses for these customers have increased as a percentage of load. 2397 

                                                 
5 The line loss study was produced in response to Data Request IIEC 1.08.  It is attached hereto as 

ComEd Ex. 21.1. 
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Q. Has any party provided any evidence that ComEd’s distribution loss factor study was 2398 

incomplete or inaccurate in any way? 2399 

A. No.  No witness has provided any evidence that ComEd’s DLF study was conducted 2400 

improperly or is inaccurate in any way.  While REACT witness Fults says that the 2401 

“Commission should reject ComEd’s proposal to change the existing loss factors” 2402 

(REACT Ex. 1.0, lines 434-436), he provides no evidence on which to base such a 2403 

rejection or on which to base a conclusion that the losses are anything other than what 2404 

ComEd’s study determined them to be. 2405 

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony? 2406 

A. Yes.  2407 


